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s herever you currently reside or own property, 
the recent market shifts in housing have affected 

either you or someone in your entourage. The good news is that 
in most cases, including in the luxury property market, homes 
are now more affordable than ever. What makes it even more 
attractive to consider a home purchase today, is that interest 
rates remain at historically low levels. Many truly compelling 
opportunities exist on the European market. So we encourage 
you, whether you are a buyer or seller, to view recent market 
corrections not from a perspective of crisis, but rather one of 
opportunity. 

With so much change going on however, it is often confusing 
when seeking a clear and comprehensive understanding about 
home values. So many questions arise, and credible answers are 
not easily found. We know the key to properly assessing market 
shifts and understanding home values is having complete 
awareness of trends, prices, and sales. That information must 
then be communicated, and aligned with your specific needs. It 
is our view that market knowledge, transparency, and honesty 

are essential to help our customers make an informed decision and to help guide 
them toward a successful purchase or sale. For this important exchange to happen 
trust must exist between broker and client.

Credibility and trust have always been vital to our business, but access to such 
virtues these days has even more resonance. In this issue of the ERA Europe 
International Collection Magazine, we wish to talk about the question of trust. 
Specifically, the importance of establishing complete trust between a broker 
and client; how that trust is built and what characteristics make a broker 
trustworthy. What tools and resources do ERA brokers have access to that help 
build credibility? We hope to answer some of those questions.

Addressing the question of awareness, in each country profile page you will 
find a brief summary of the market situation in that country. More detail data 
is available online via the www.eraeurope.com home page where you may 
download your version of the ERA Europe Market Trends Report 2010. More on 
the report is within the pages of this issue.

We are pleased to share with you a 
selection of luxury properties from a few of 

our finest ERA brokers across Europe. 
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The Purifying Effect 
of Difficult Times

The real estate market worldwide has 
experienced great changes and swings. 
Prices in some markets have decreased 
by as much as 50% or more, if you can 
even make a sale, while other markets 
seem to have had very little negative 
pricing effects. Economies worldwide 
are still in turmoil and experts do not 
know what will happen or when; 
most admit that they certainly didn’t 
foresee this recession / depression / 
market correction. 

These market events have had a 
dramatic impact on many people’s lives, 
and for the majority it has not been 
a positive one. Many have lost large 
amounts of money and have had their 
lives altered significantly. However, it 
is in these times of difficulty, of great 
stress and pain (albeit emotional or 
physiological), that we are truly able 
to let go of the distractions and see 
past the fog of daily activities that fill 
our lives and keep us busy without 
any particular purpose or meaning. It 
is just like a treadmill that we run on, 
because that is what we do. 

ERA Real Estate sales people have not 
been spared this challenge. They too 
have had to adapt to the new times 
and market conditions. They have 
had to adapt in their personal lives as 
well as in their professional lives. The 
work hours have become longer and 
the results smaller. What this market 
change has caused is an increase in 
focus on the essentials to succeed in 
the real estate business. Gone are the 
times when buyers were numerous, 
banks were generous and sellers 
were easy. Now a day, everything is 
more challenging because economic 
situations have changed, and buying or 
selling has become more complicated. 
Sellers face the prospect of selling at 
the price they may have paid for a 
property or perhaps lower. Buyers are 
scared to buy at what could be still 
an inflated price. Banks are licking 
their wounds from the losses they 
have suffered, and are therefore much 
more demanding and cautious when 
lending. These new adaptations have 
been necessary to survive. 

In the same manner, the ERA Real 
Estate agent you come into contact 
with has also adapted. He or she is a 
survivor. They have survived one of 
the worse market conditions of the 
last 50 years. They are still there, still 
working, doing what needs to be done 
to bring the needs of a seller and a 
buyer together. 

The ERA Real Estate professionals you 
will speak with are extremely focused. 
They must be to survive and make the 
dreams of buyers and sellers come to 
fruition. 

This renewed focus, this purification 
of vision, is necessary and exemplifies 
itself in 3 major areas.

François Gagnon, President ERA Europe
francois@eraeurope.com



RESULTS ORIENTATION
Today, in this market more than ever, 
a clear vision and understanding of 
desired results is critical. This clear 
understanding will make it possible to 
perform to the level of expectations of 
sellers and buyers. What are the sellers 
looking to do? What is the reason for 
doing it? The attitude of “let’s put it 
on the market and see what happens” 
is past. The sales professionals of 
today know that the seller must have 
a real need to sell and a specific goal 
to accomplish. Only those properties 
with true motivation behind them can 
sell in this market. The same applies to 
buyers. There are great opportunities 
in this market. We all know that the 
real estate business is cyclical. Just as 
the market has declined, it will come 
back in time. Buyers who are looking 
to “steal” or “be given” properties 
are not serious, and therefore a time 
liability to a professional salesperson. 
This is not a question of being uncaring 
on the part of the agent, but rather of 
clarity of vision for what will bring the 
greatest likelihood of results.

COURAGEOUS SINCERITY
Since focusing on getting results for 
buyers and sellers is the first priority, 
professional salespersons must be 
willing and able to be brutally frank 
and honest with their potential 
clients. The ERA sales professional of 
today is exactly that. With all of the 
compassion that a true professional 
must express, sincerity and the courage 
to be honest is necessary in this market, 
regardless of what they may lose as a 
result of it. The professional of today 
is not in the business to make friends 
or to tell benign platitudes. Rather, 
he or she is fully aware of what is at 
stake for individuals who are in sincere 

need of accomplishing their real estate 
goal. In a market where margins are 
very thin, where the end result is 
sometimes calculated in minimized 
losses rather than in decreased profits, 
the courage to be sincere is refreshing 
and reassuring. 

BURNING DESIRE 
FOR SELF IMPROVEMENT
The line between success and failure 
for a real estate professional in a 
challenging market is a very thin 
one. What will make or break the 
career and success sometimes depends 
on a small detail, a bit of seldom 
used knowledge that makes all the 
difference. The successful real estate 
professionals in this market are 
constantly and consistently searching 
to improve themselves, whether that 
improvement comes in the form of 
more accurate pricing methods, a 
better understanding of laws and their 
changes and effects, the immediate 
knowledge of changes in financing 
requirements, or in improving their 
own sales skills to perform better. The 
ERA Professionals of today are actively 
seeking to improve and perfect what 
and who they are. They realize that 
in tight, close competition, being 
average is not good enough, doing a 
good job is insufficient and the status 
quo is a one-way ticket to extinction. 
Excellence must be sought constantly, 
at every level, in order to stay ahead 
of the competition and ahead of the 
needs of customers

The ERA Real estate professionals 
of today are quite different from 
the average agents of past years. 
These market conditions have 
truly given those that profoundly 
want to succeed the ability to 
do that, and made it impossible 
for those who resist change and 
do not challenge themselves, to 
continue in the same old manner. 

Challenges and difficulties can be 
fatal for some and a blessing for 
others, giving them the ability to 
rid themselves of false pretenses 
and useless distractions. It is as if 
the market was a huge tree that 
had moss with dead leaves and 
branches on it. When a wind 
storm passes, it shakes away all 
the dead growth and cleans it of 
the parasitic moss, leaving the tree 
perhaps smaller in appearance, 
but stronger, healthier and ready 
for new growth



Our Business 
   is Built on Trust

Our business is all about trust. The 
lifespan of a broker office would not 
withstand the sometimes brutal 
cycles of the real estate market, if 
the foundations of the business 
were otherwise constructed. If our 
customers return for their next home 
purchase, recommend a friend, or are 
simply content with a job well done, 
we have accomplished our objective. 
At ERA Real Estate we understand 
the importance of a long-term vision, 
and integrate this into our corporate 
philosophy at every level. Here we 
share a few key elements of trust as 
it relates to working with a real estate 
professional, and the considerations 
you should make when selecting your 
next broker.

When we think of the word ‘trust’ certain words come to mind such as integrity, 
values, and ethics. In contrast, when trust is not present the associated words 
might include skepticism, wariness, and fear. Honestly, if one has bought or 
sold a property or two, all of these emotions have been probably experienced 
at some point. Trust is the counterbalance to the vulnerability often felt by 
customers. A residential broker therefore, is first and foremost in the business 
of building relationships; a business relationship that can only fully succeed in 
the long term if it is established on the basis of trust.

ABILITY
A broker must possess the skills and 
competency to carry out the agreed 
upon objective. There are no shortcuts. 
For an ERA broker, this means being 
fully trained in the business practices 
that allow us to complete our mission 
in the best and most efficient manner. 
A skilled broker is one that is well 
versed not only in technical business 
issues, but also in the psychology of 
the sale, working with both buyers 
and sellers, and who has the best tools 
at hand to accomplish the required 
objective. It is a never-ending process 
of learning, continually striving to 
improve, and betterment of their skills. 
Are you working with a competent 
professional?

INTEGRITY
Integrity starts with character. It is 
the degree to which the broker adheres 
to principles that are acceptable to 
you, the customer. This dimension 
leads to trust based on consistency of 
actions, credibility of communication, 
commitment to standards of fairness, 
and one’s coherence with word and 

deed. Does your broker share similar 
principles of honesty and transparency? 
Have their past actions proved to be 
credible? Do they keep their promises?

SHARED VALUES AND GOALS
As a buyer or a seller, you want to work 
with professionals who care about your 
needs, who take time to understand 
and inquire about your motivations, 
and seek to understand fully what 
you wish to achieve. A real estate 
transaction is not just a transfer of a 
deed, but also an emotional journey of 
renewal, and investment in the future. 
More often than not, these moves are 
emotionally charged. Empathy and 
sensitivity is needed at every stage in 
the process; time must be taken to be 
fully aware of the customers’ desires, 
concerns, and goals. Is your broker 
asking the right questions? Are they 
taking time to understand your needs? 
Are your objectives properly aligned?

The ERA Real Estate brand is 
synonymous with trust. It is a ‘seal’ of 
quality for those seeking competence, 
transparency, and results.

Long time ERA France affiliated broker: 
Gilles Hubert, ERA la  Bastide, Marseille

Céline Hubert, ERA la  Bastide, Marseille



What Gets Measured Gets Done
Team ERA® Europe

Top Left: François Gagnon, President; Left to Right: Kathy Auclair, Master Franchise Development; 
Paul van den Putten, Development; Hélène Gagnon, Chief Financial Officer

We take our commitments very 
seriously because our customers count 
on our member brokers to provide 
a competent and quality service. 
This requires constant oversight 
and teamwork at every level of our 
operation. The management team at 
ERA Europe ensures a desired goal 
and plan, the ‘roadmap’, remains on 
track; each executive has been doing 
so for more than a decade now! 
We know that to get things done, 
results must be continually measured, 
to keep that roadmap to success 
heading in the right direction, and not 
down misguided path. 

MAPPING OUT SUCCESS
“You have to know where you want to 
go if you are ever going to get there.” 
We have all heard this phrase before. 
What does it signify for a real estate 
professional? Getting the job done 
for an ERA Europe broker begins with 
one of the most important pillars of 
the ERA System: training. Here, key 
factors that lead to the success of a 
broker office are addressed, skills are 
honed and company goals are mapped 
out. A detailed action plan is then put 
in place to attain those objectives. ERA 
Training is comprehensive, continual, 
motivating, and highly valued by our 
members. Achieving success in not 
arbitrary, it takes planning and it is 
hard work.

KEEPING ON TRACK
Once we have embarked on this journey 
of growing a business there are many 
distractions and roadblocks along the 

way. It is amazingly simple to quickly 
veer off that roadmap to success, to 
lose focus, no matter how astute or 
professional one may be. Having access 
to a seasoned professional in business 
development is truly essential. The 
ERA Service Support Team is highly 
proficient in guiding and encouraging 
each member broker along the way. 
They are partners in keeping the 
broker and their team on track.

MEASURING RESULTS
What is measured? A simple question, 
but for a broker it is not the obvious 
‘number of sales’. There are other 
key measurements to success, which 
need to be monitored and continually 
reviewed. It really does not matter if 
a broker is from Bulgaria or Belgium, 
or from Switzerland or Sweden, the 
basics are the same. Measuring results 
is fundamental to the success of each 

broker office. ERA Marketing and ERA 
Technology are all tools that contribute 
to our ability to get results and meet 
objectives. Time and experience tell us, 
if it is measured, it will get done.

Buyers and sellers can expect the 
best quality service from ERA Brokers 
when making what is often the most 
important investment of lifetime, their 
home. Team ERA Europe is Always 
there for you®, our valued customer.



It 
is not a secret that most home buyers 

search for homes on the internet. In fact, 

studies show that between 80 and 90% 

of buyers conduct searches for their properties on the 

web. Every day, decisions about which home to 

visit, and which to skip, are made based on what 

the home buyer sees online. They say a picture is 

worth more than a thousand words; but in real 

estate, it may determine whether a deal is made 

or not. With a large majority of home searches 

starting on the internet, we can not emphasize 

enough the importance of attaching multiple 

quality pictures to your listings. Just watch 

how buyers search for a home on the internet. 

They usually skip properties that feature no photos. 

And whenever they see a primary photo that interests 

them, their excitement turns to disappointment when 

they click on the property for more pictures 

and there are none. Then, they quickly move 

to the next listing, hardly ever giving the 

previous listing a second thought. A similar 

process also manifests when the selected 

property features additional pictures that are 

of inferior quality. It is always important to 

make a good first impression, and when it comes 

to real estate today, first impression mainly 

happens on the web. A home’s “picture-appeal”, 

how good the picture looks, is becoming the primary 

way to impress home buyers. The data collected by 

studies held on this specific topic, strongly suggest that 

adding more photos will generate better response to 

your listings. As the number of photos increases, the 

degree of consumer views, interest and leads also tend 

to increase significantly.

Encouraging Higher
     Average Photos per Listing

Drive more potential buyers
          to view your property.
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Study on Agent Photo Effectiveness

LISTING VIEWS

Tracked how many times a listing 
was viewed online.

Recorded the number of unique visi-
tors who went on to contact the list-
ing agent or broker.

CLIENTS GENERATED

Measured how many unique visitors interacted with a listing, such as going beyond 
the initial set of photos to view the listing’s virtual tour, compelte a mortgage cal-
culation, or access more details about the property.

CLIENT INTEREST

A 2008 study on agent photo effectiveness conducted by Point2 Technologies Inc., a large independent provider of website 

and listing syndication software for real estate professionals, provided some key findings:

Compared to listings featuring only one photo,
those with more than 20 photos generated:

•    3 times the number of Detailed Views

•    2 times the amount of Interest

•    2 times the number of Leads

Compared to listings featuring no photos, those 
with more than 20 photos generated:

•    55 times the number of Detailed Views
•    27 times the amount of Interest
•    898 times the number of Leads

Views, Interest and Leads jumped 20% or more as the number of photos increased from 15 to 16.

These findings send a powerful message to all home sellers. Strategies need to shift. Placing limited information on the web 

hoping to get some calls is no longer effective. Online home buyers want rich content, specifically in the form of photos.

Having many photos of a home is important, but having quality photos is crucial. We 
encourage, home sellers, brokers and agents to work together to ensure enough high 
quality photos are obtained to properly market a home. A professional photographer 
can be hired to get the best shots possible. This can get expensive, but, especially for 
pricier properties, it is well worth the investment. If you prefer to take the pictures yourself, 
then in the following pages are some important tips to take professional looking real 
estate photos with first-class appeal.



INVEST IN A DECENT CAMERA

A mobile phone camera won’t work if you 

want quality shots; but you won’t need 

the newest technology either. Any digital 

camera with five mega pixels or more 

will produce good photos. If you have the 

extra funds available, a camera with more 

settings and different lenses will further 

increase the picture quality. A tripod is 

also a good investment for taking sharp 

photos.

PREPARE THE HOME FOR THE PERFECT SHOT

Understand the photo’s purpose. You are selling real estate. You should show off 

the space, not the items you have in it. Make sure you clear the home of items that 

might be a distraction in the photo. Make the room look inviting by accessorizing 

it and give it the feel of a model home. While doing this keep in mind that less is 

more! You do not want to focus too much on home and décor. Ideally, the agent 

needs to work together with the owner to improve the look of the home.

Remove clutter and personal items.

Particularly avoid chair backs and doorframes in images.

Rearrange furniture in the home and remove extra furniture.

If there is no furniture, get some. An empty house lacks a homey feeling.

Add stylish items like a vase or centerpiece on the dining table, hang a 
painting on the wall or place a colorful art book on the coffee table.

Keep an eye out for things that can improve the photo: remove refrigerator 
junk, pictures, kitchen towels hanging at the oven door, etc.

Don’t ignore the background: remove electrical cords from view, organize 
book cases, fluff pillows, etc.

Wet down the brick patio and concrete outside to avoid it being too bright 
in the photo. This also brings out the rich color in the brick.

Don’t leave cars parked in the driveway. Remember, you are selling the 
house, not the cars.

ERA Europe Broker 
Advisory Corner
Although we realize that most 
studies are conducted on an 
American market, ERA Europe 
is aware of the significance of 
attaching numerous quality photos 
to your listings in order to stand 
out in the online market and 
attract more potential buyers. To 
encourage the adoption of this 
concept, ERA Europe is introducing 
a new feature on all its websites, 
where listings featuring 10 
pictures or more are automatically 
indicated by a seal.

This feature will be implemented on 
most of the ERA Europe managed 
websites. Once the agent uploads 
10 pictures or more, the seal 
will automatically appear on the 
website alongside the listing. This 
will indicate the exact number of 
pictures linked to the property, 
making the listing stand out and 
attracting buyers interested in 
properties featuring a variety of 
shots.

ERA Europe hereby hopes to 
motivate its network members 
to improve upon their current 
average numbers of photos 
per listing. Given the proper 
awareness, this initiative can be 
turned into a standard practice 
favorable to buyers, sellers as well 
as real estate professionals.

Before you Photograph
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STRIVE FOR EVEN LIGHTING

Use as much natural lighting as possible; open the curtains and blinds to let in 

the sunlight, but do not shoot when rays are streaming in from the windows. 

Shooting at twilight when the light level outside is near the inside light level might 

help alleviate the extreme brightness of windows.

Turn on all the indoor and outdoor lights. This will make the rooms look bright 

and open. Bright interiors are much more attractive than dark ones. You can also 

use a chandelier above a table or a lit fireplace to create a warmer feeling.

Do not rely too much on the camera’s builtin flash as this might create shadows 

and reflections off mirrors and windows. Also avoid taking photos on rainy days 

or at nighttime. When taking exterior shots, take pictures on an overcast day to 

minimize dark shadows.

Shooting a pool has special challenges with it as water has a reflective nature. Use 

a flash and take the shot in the late afternoon or early morning for best results.

CHOOSE THE BEST ANGLE AND COMPOSITION

The best way to show off a room and to include as much space as possible is to 

shoot from a corner or doorway. When shooting the exterior, stand at an angle to 

the home, allowing home buyers to see the home’s depth. Avoid photographing 

objects like poles and wires as they tend to distract from the strong characteristics of 

the home. Emphasize desirable features like fireplaces and views and de-emphasize 

less desirable features such as closeness of the house next door.

DO NOT MAKE YOUR HOME LOOK LIKE SOMETHING IT IS NOT

You want to make the house look as good as possible for the shots; but you should 

be careful not to mislead buyers. Changing camera lenses may sometimes distort a 

room’s size. Buyers will be disappointed when they visit the house and realize that 

the seemingly large room is actually small. Taking a shot that is not within the 

realm of reality can also lead to distrust of the whole process by the buyer.

While you Photograph

Spend extra time taking this shot 
in order to properly communicate 
the best features of the home. 
Make sure this primary external 
photo is a striking, effective image 
that creates interest; one that will 
entice the buyers to look at the 
property in more detail. Make this 
the main picture for the listing and 
repeatedly use this for both your 
web and print advertising.

Digital cameras give you the option 
of taking as many photos as you 
want while experimenting with 
different camera features. Taking 
many photos gives you choices. 
These photos can be later reviewed 
and the best ones can be kept to be 
placed along with the listing. Use as 
many images as you can. Studies 
show that as the number of photos 
increases, the degree of consumer 
views, interest and leads also tend 
to increase significantly.

the front exterior 
shot is the most
important image

take lots of photos

TOUCH UP AND EDIT PHOTOS

Once you have chosen the best photos, you might find that these need additional 

editing. Maybe the living room is too dark or the shot is distracted by telephone 

wires. There are many cheap and easy to use tools available that will allow you to 

crop pictures, adjust brightness and contrast and correct colors.

•   Make sure that every vertical line in real life also appears vertical on the image; 

parallel with the sides of the image. If not, this can unnecessarily distract the 

viewer’s attention.

•  Some lenses may make straight lines appear to be curved near the edge. Edit 

these so that all straight lines appear straight.

After you Photograph



•   Windows can appear to be very bright; some editing-techniques will allow you 

to give the windows a similar brightness as the outside.

•    Size and crop the images based on how they are going to be used. Most real 

estate ads work best with horizontal images (landscape mode). A mixture of 

horizontal and vertical images on a website can be very distracting.

CREATE A LISTING THAT IS AS GOOD AS YOUR PHOTO

The photos need to appear on a userfriendly website and one that is easy to find 

through the search engines. Besides an easy to navigate website, you have to make 

sure the site is kept up to date and is capable of displaying large, high-quality 

photos. Attach an accurate and catchy 

description presenting an attractive image 

of the listing. The text should, without 

exaggeration, walk people through the 

house in words that can help them 

understand what they saw in the photos.

If you want to save money by taking your own photos, you can. But you must 

be aware that photo quality is important. Placing a bad picture with your online 

listing or – even worse – not placing a picture at all can cause buyers to skip over 

the property and go on to the next, which might in some cases cost you the deal!

People rely on the internet for the first impressions and in order to attract buyers 

and stand out from the competition, you will need to provide some “picture-

appeal” that gives your listing the advertisement it deserves. Ignoring this is like 

ignoring your client’s best interest.

Make a good impression with all your real estate photos. Stunning photography is 

a way to stand out from the crowd. Agents are not usually trained in photography, 

but in order to stay competitive it is a service that must be offered to the client.

Photos today are what curb appeal used to be: the place where first 

impressions are made!

photos today are 
what curb appeal 

used to be: 
the place where 

first impressions 
are made



Pioneering growth across the
        European continent

ERA Real Estate has a long history of 
pioneering. It all began in the 1970’s 
with one single burgeoning office. The 
owners sought new and innovative 
ways to expand their business and came 
up with the idea to use a fax machine 
to share listings with other brokers. A 
true market innovation at the time. 
Enjoying phenomenal success from this 
concept of sharing, overtime ERA Real 
Estate grew to become a leading U.S. 
real estate company, and the very first 
American real estate brand to venture 
outside the United States. In 1982 ERA 
Real Estate was first to be established 
in the Asian markets, and then in 1992 
began development in Europe with 
the creation of ERA France. ERA Real 
Estate has since grown to be one of the 
most formidable brands in the U.S. and 
globally. The ERA story is truly one of 
vision, a passion for betterment, and 
drive for growth; it succeeded against 
the odds. At ERA Europe we carry 
forward this pioneering heritage as we 
continue to identify and engage quality 
partners in every country across Europe, 
no matter how large or small. 

ERA Europe’s expansion currently 
focuses in the regions of Central and 
Eastern Europe, the Baltic countries as 
well as the Nordic markets of Finland, 
Norway, and Denmark. The Central 
European markets are in particular 
focus for the next year. While these 
markets have all experienced dramatic 
price rises and expansion of their 
mortgage industries over the past 
decade, the 2009 crisis impacted 
individual countries in varying degrees. 
What remains very clear is that 
regardless of those consequences the 
need still exists for better structure 
of the industry, improved services, 
and greater transparency, particularly 
in the residential sector. Facing these 
many challenges, ever more so given 
current times, there is a consolidation 
taking place in the residential broker 
business as existing companies seek 
to secure their place in the future of 
the industry. ERA Real Estate and the 
Master Franchise owners will surely 
play an important and pioneering role 
in this consolidation.

ERA Master Franchise owners 
all share a common 
vision of building a 
nationwide broker
network, and
becoming the 
premiere residential 
real estate company 
that offers the highest 
quality services 
available.
Guidance 

ERA Europe

Master Franchise Opportunities:
Albania, Andorra, Bosnia Herzegovina, 
Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, 
Gibraltar, Great Britain, Hungary, Latvia, 
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Macedonia, Malta, 
Monaco, Montenegro, Norway, Poland, 
San Marino, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia 

from ERA Real Estate’s global franchise 
experts and application of the unrivaled 
ERA System, are key elements that make 
it all possible. Our sole desire is to make 
the buying/selling experience one of 
complete satisfaction for our customers. 
If we can accomplish this, everyone 
succeeds. For more information on the 
benefits of owning a Master Franchise 
in one of the remaining European 
markets, please contact Kathy Auclair: 
kauclair@eraeurope.com .

Kathy Auclair, Master Franchise Development
kauclair@eraeurope.com
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THE COMPANY OF CHOICE FOR BU YERS AND SELLERS OF REAL ESTATE



18 countries
1100 agencies

TURKEY

CYPRUS

ERA Europe’s expansion is in full focus as we move 
toward selection of top-notch Master Franchise partners 
in Central and Eastern Europe. While the concept of real 
estate franchising is well developed in some markets it is a 
relatively new concept to many emerging economies. First 
and foremost it should be understood that franchising is a 
highly successful business strategy, one that requires a 
mutual commitment and a common goal to secure market 
share. Three key elements are involved in this strategy: the 
brand, the systems, and the support. When fully 
developed these elements offer our ERA customers the 
absolute best and highest value and business flourishes for 
all. Whether you are a Master Franchise candidate, Broker 
candidate or ERA customer, we encourage you to explore 
the many opportunities and services available within ERA 
Real Estate in Europe. 

Master Candidates: 
www.eraeurope.com, click tab “Join ERA Europe” 
– Kathy Auclair

THE COMPANY OF CHOICE FOR BU YERS AND SELLERS OF REAL ESTATE



Tips for a Successful Sale 
Home sellers today often face 
competition from literally hundreds 
of other properties in the same area 
and comparable price range. To sell 
a home efficiently it must truly stand 
apart from the competition. The last 
thing any homeowner wants to be 
faced with is being forced to reduce 
their listing price to the lowest among 
equivalent properties on the market to 
attract potential buyers

So, what is the best way to make your 
property stand out from the crowd?

One of the most effective ways to 
differentiate your property from all 
those offered in your neighborhood is 
to simply present the property in its 
best and highest use. 

Keep in mind that a home must 
transition from your personal residence 
into a property the buyer can envision 
living in. You must present it as if it is 
a model home, emphasizing its most 
positive attributes and eliminating all 
possible distractions. The property’s 
full potential must be communicated 
to buyers. This holds true for every 
home, in every price range.

ERA Europe Real Estate experts 
can provide valuable presentation 
techniques and guide you through this 
process. Our goal is to ensure that the 
next buyer visit changes from an “OK…” 
viewing to a “Wow!” experience, to 
attract more and better-qualified 
buyers, and enable you to improve your 
chances of selling your home faster and
/or for its true market value.

Make sure your home is not 
overfilled: people like to see things 
that are clean and fresh looking.

Take care of items that might 
have been overlooked for some time (e.g. steam clean carpets, cleaning 
windows and dusting light fixtures).

Consider re-painting the interior to a neutral color and having the carpets 
replaced if they are too “loud”.

Repair anything that looks torn, worn or broken. Most people are visual 
buyers. If your home does not look spotless, well taken care of, and 
repaired, buyers will think there is more damage to the home than what 
they are seeing. Besides, after such an exhausting search process a buyer 
just wants to sit back for a while and not have to think about tackling all 
those repairs.

It takes just one qualified buyer. 
However, when the right one comes 
along the sale of your home could be at 
risk simply because it is not adequately 
prepared. First impressions are 
absolutely critical, and in this market 
there are often no second chances. Why 
jeopardize losing a buyer when in fact 
your home may have been the perfect 
one for them - their dream home? 
These questions and suggestions 
need to be examined and acted upon 
long before ever placing that For Sale 
sign on your property. 

Only a few of ERA Europe’s home 
selling tips are included herein, so 
we encourage you to contact your 
local ERA Europe broker for further 
guidance and to learn about all our 
successful selling tips. We hope 
these few but important highlights 
from our list will help steer your 
property to a successful sale. 

•

•

•

•

The Psychology of Pricing



UNDERSTANDING THE MINDSET OF BUYERS
Buying a house is an exhausting process. By the time potential buyers get to 
your doorstep, their sole desire is to visit a place where they are relaxed, feel 
comfortable, and able to make their own. The more your home projects a clean, 
calm, and comforting feeling, the more inclined buyers are to make an offer. 

Most buyers are drawn to a pleasing, aesthetic impression, they do not have the 
desire nor time to make the transformation of someone else’s home. You must 
facilitate the buyer by understanding the way they think. The buying process 
involves emotional experiences, financial issues, and timing. With this in mind 
you can create optimal circumstances that can help buyers through the process 
and completion of the sale. Learn what impression your home is giving, and 
alter this to accommodate the buyer’s mindset. 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PRICING
Pricing, along with a home’s condition and location, is a key aspect in 
determining whether a property sells quickly or not. Once a price is set, you have 
communicated to prospective buyers the price range you hope to achieve for your 
property. In today’s market, it is important to encourage buyers to make an offer 
and to let them know that you will consider reasonable offers. The average buyer 
is looking at as many as 15 - 20 homes at the same time they are considering 
yours. If the listing price is not comparable to others in the area, you will not 
be taken seriously and your home will remain on the market much longer than 
necessary. Even if a buyer appears willing to pay a higher price, when it comes to 
applying for a mortgage, the lender’s appraisal might force the price back down 
to market value.

ESTABLISHING YOUR LISTING PRICE
Establishing the original listing price must not be taken lightly. When pricing, 
it is important to get it right the first time. Your local ERA Real Estate broker 
can give a comparative market analysis (CMA) that will help guide you toward 
establishing the true market value of your  home. The CMA presents how your 
home compares with similar, recently sold homes and homes currently on the 
market in your area.

Please contact your local ERA Broker 
to learn more about our successful 

home selling tips.

If a house is overpriced, it will 
probably not sell.

If the price was intentionally 
established higher, with the 
idea of reducing it later, when 
the price is lowered, it signals to 
buyers that it was (and still may 
be) overpriced.

If the house is underpriced, it 
will most likely sell quickly, but 
to the detriment of your net 
earnings.

If your house is located in 
a desirable area that is in 
demand, you will be able to 
achieve a higher price than 
you could for the same house 
in a less desirable area.

A well-maintained house will 
sell for more than a similar one 
that has not been maintained 
routinely and is in need of 
repair.

If a house has amenities that 
are currently popular in the 
marketplace, it will sell for a 
higher price.

•

•

•

•

•

•

SOME BASICS TO CONSIDER 
WHEN ESTABLISHING A PRICE 
FOR YOUR HOME:



Austria
teadfast under recent market pressures, Austrian 
real estate is considered a very secure and 
attractive investment. Interest rates remain quite 

low making a home purchase today even more affordable 
and accessible for buyers, than in recent years. A highly 
competitive Austrian banking environment maintains a 
downward pressure on rates, and this should continue for 
the foreseeable future. Important variations in prices exist 
throughout the eight provinces, so while some areas have 
declined in price, others have fared quite well, and even 
increased. The capital cities of each province fared the 
best, with the highest levels of buyer demand coming from 
Carinthia. In the northern region, the city of Salzburg for 
example, home prices increased by 6% in 2009, while the 
county overall experienced a decrease of 15%. Higher 
concentrations of buyers and a reduced number of sellers 
are found in tourist cities such as Innsbruck and Salzburg 
city; here there are almost four buyers for every listing! No 
major price shifts, either up or down, are anticipated for 
the remainder of 2010.

S

ERA Austria
Esplanade 9

A-4810 Gmunden, AUSTRIA
Tel: +43 7612 64420
www.eraaustria.com
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Ref. : 2483-2358 PRICE € 970 000
M2 191 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2010 N° OF BEDROOMS 2

ERA 4M IMMOBILIEN CONSULTING
Wiedner Hauptstraße 146/L3 - 1050Wien - AUSTRIA

Tel. +43 1 90 500 30 - Fax. +43 1 961 9861 61
office@era4m.at - www.era4m.at

K losterneuburg
This truly magnificent luxury penthouse apartment with about 191m² living space
on two levels will be ready for delivery in fall/winter 2010.The livingrooms, the
bath- and bedrooms and the terrace are located on the first level. On the second
level you will find the spacious dining area with a partially open roof space. It is in
the center of the apartment and faces southwest to the large roof terrace with a
wonderful view of the Viennese hills and vineyards.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 2483-4047 PRICE € 1 200 000
M2 204 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1914 N° OF BEDROOMS 3

ERA 4M IMMOBILIEN CONSULTING
Wiedner Hauptstraße 146/L3 - 1050Wien - AUSTRIA

Tel. +43 1 90 500 30 - Fax. +43 1 961 9861 61
office@era4m.at - www.era4m.at

V ienna
Exclusive living in one of the nicest and historical districts of Vienna.The
apartment offers five rooms with high quality wooden floors, three marble-lined
bathrooms and a well-equipped kitchen. Two of the many highlights are the open
fireplace and a small spiral staircase that leads to an approximately 15 m² large
gallery with a unique look over the city. The two sunny terraces face south and
west to the city and vineyards.

E U R O P E
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Ref. : 2367-219 PRICE Upon Request
M2 191 LAND M2 14286 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1914 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA IK IMMOBILIEN SERVICE
Tullner Straße 8 - 3040 Neulengbach - AUSTRIA
Tel. +43 2772 52 310 - Fax. +43 2772 52 310

service@ikimmo.at - www.era.at

Laaben
Historical and charming villa situated in the beautiful valley of Laabenbaches. A
very spacious turn of the century villa that was renovated in 2006/2007, and has
been tastefully decorated with attention to detail. House is surrounded by
wonderfully landscaped park-like grounds with an outdoor pool, a well-kept terrace
and a shaded pavilion. The northern part of the grounds open up to your own
private forest of approximately 10.000 m². Centrally located and close to Vienna.

E U R O P E

Cause to Celebrate!
Bringing you the highest quality service 

and the most innovative tools in the industry.

Present in every county nationwide.  

ERA Austria brokers are best prepared to make 
that dream home become reality.

www.eraaustria.com

ERA and the ERA logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks licensed to ERA Franchise 
Systems LLC and used with permission. Each ERA® office is independently owned and operated.Pavel Losevsky/fotolia.com

11627 INTERIEUR:Mise en page 1  11/10/10  16:06  Page 18
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Combining a treasure trove of unique products,
services, training programs and marketing tools into a consistent,
coordinated, powerful message; the ERA® integrated marketing system
delivers much more than any single effort can;
this means greater exposure for your home and a faster sale.

Contact your local ERA® broker to learn more  www.eraeurope.com

ERA and the ERA logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks licensed to ERA Franchise Systems LLC and used with permission. Each ERA® office is independently owned and operated.

ERA® INTEGRATED
MARKETING SYSTEM

11627 INTERIEUR:Mise en page 1  11/10/10  16:06  Page 19



Belgium
istorically, Belgium is a stable home market 
experiencing only modest price and 
transactions shifts, a fact that continues to 

hold true even during one of the most important market 
crises known to date. Composed primarily of single-
family households, about two-thirds of properties sold in 
2009 or 77.000 of 112.000 were single-family homes; 
transactions were down by 7% the same year. Prices 
remained relatively flat with a modest increase of 1.4% 
in home prices and rise of 2% in apartment prices being 
reported. 2010 however has been a year of renewal with 
a 13% increase in property transactions tallied just during 
the first quarter. Long-term mortgage rates remain at historic 
lows, in the 4.5% range.  Keen attention is being focused 
on signs of potential shifts in these rates, and affordability. 
Should rates begin to rise, Belgians are known to be 
conservative spenders, and will be more inclined to buy a 
lower priced property than risk taking a larger mortgage 
on that dream home. ERA Belgium recommends motivated 
buyers to act now, and take advantage of good housing 
affordability found in today’s market.

H

ERA Belgium
Antwerpsesteenweg 68-2

2630 Aartselaar, BELGIUM
Tel: +32 3 227 4185
www.erabelgium.com
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Ref. : 258195 PRICE € 776 292
M2 668 LAND M2 11355 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1975 N° OF BEDROOMS 10

ERA IMMO TOYE
Prinsenstraat 24 - 1850 Grimbergen - BELGIUM

Tel. +32 2 270 90 75 - Fax. +32 2 270 80 74
immotoye@era.be - www.era.be

G rimbergen
Spacious classic villa on 11.355m² of land. Large entrance, living room with open
fire place 70m², generous fully equipped kitchen, laundry room, office, 4 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms, 2 car garage, attic 150m² (possible bedrooms). Basement 137m².

Klassieke villa op 11.355m². Ruime inkomhal, living met open haard 70m², ruime
ingerichte keuken, bergplaats/wasplaats, bureau, 4 slaapkamers, 2 badkamers, garage
2 wagens. zolder 150m² (mogelijks slaapkamers). Kelder 137m².

E U R O P E

Ref. : 263245 PRICE € 1 600 000
M2 650 LAND M2 1514 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1929 N° OF BEDROOMS 8

ERA IMMO TOYE
Prinsenstraat 24 - 1850 Grimbergen - BELGIUM

Tel. +32 2 270 90 75 - Fax. +32 2 270 80 74
immotoye@era.be - www.era.be

W emmel
Charming house in a prime location. Green area near the centre and Brussels.
Beautiful entrance, living and dining room 76m2, office, equipped kitchen,
2 beautiful pergola's, 8 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, large basement, outside heated
swimming pool 35m2.

Charmewoning in een rustige straat naast park en weiden. Prachtige inkomhall,
eetkamer & zitplaats 76m², bureau, ingerichte keuken, 2 prachtige pergola's,
8 slaapkamers, 3 badkamers, ruime kelders. Openlucht en verwarmd zwembad 35m².

E U R O P E

11627 INTERIEUR:Mise en page 1  11/10/10  16:06  Page 21
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Ref. : 260896 PRICE € 750 000
M2 300 LAND M2 14582 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1967 N° OF BEDROOMS 5

ERA VANDENDRIES
Tervuursevest 356 - 3000 Leuven - BELGIUM
Tel. +32 16 89 50 50 - Fax. +32 16 89 63 10

vandendries@era.be - www.era.be/vandendries

Bierbeek
A contemporary estate situated on an expanse of lush green fields totaling 14.582m2,
and in close proximity to Leuven. Panoramic views of the surrounding nature offer a
sense of tranquility and calm. This modern home has five bedrooms and a double
garage. It features a swimming pool and stables.

E U R O P E

A lveringem
A charming and authentic renovated farmhouse situated in a rural area and located
20 km from the west coast and 500 m from the French border. This jewel of a
property has all the modern comforts while still respecting the original materials.
The former barn is now a multifunctional space with possibility for extra rooms.
The landscaped garden offers a wonderful view of your own private forest. If
country living is what you seek, this is a great opportunity

E U R O P E

Ref. : 263303 PRICE € 675 000
M2 557 LAND M2 5205 N° OF BEDROOMS 3

ERA VASTGOED VANDENBUSSCHE
Nieuwpoortstraat 14 - 8630 Veurne - BELGIUM

Tel. +32 58 31 58 58 - Fax. +32 58 31 55 76
vandenbussche@era.be - www.era.be/vandenbussche

11627 INTERIEUR:Mise en page 1  11/10/10  16:06  Page 22
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Satisfaction guaranteed or your listing agreement is returned!
The ERA® Europe Commitment to Service program is not just something
we talk about; we put our commitments in writing.
ERA® brokers are committed to make every effort to sell your house.

Contact your local ERA® broker to learn more  www.eraeurope.com
ERA and the ERA logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks licensed to ERA Franchise Systems LLC and used with permission. Each ERA® office is independently owned and operated.

SOME WILL PROMISE YOU THE WORLD…

ERA® BROKERS
PUT IT IN WRITING

11627 INTERIEUR:Mise en page 1  11/10/10  16:06  Page 23



ERA Europe Market Survey 

ERA Europe’s management is on the ground dealing with buyers and sellers 
of real estate each day; working with real estate brokers whose primary goal 
is to address the needs of their valued clients and to bring greater knowledge, 
professionalism, and transparency to the market place. 

ERA Europe has been operating in the European market for nearly 20 
years, and ERA Franchise Systems, Inc., globally for nearly 40 years. 
Our Master Franchisors include within these reports their personal 
experiences and knowledge of their markets. We know that markets 
are cyclical; this is normal and to be anticipated. The 2008 sub-prime 
crisis that began in the US and so severely impacted its home market 
and subsequently spread to Europe and elsewhere, was however 
unprecedented. Therefore it is our goal with this summary report to 
offer a balanced and informed view of that market reaction, a clear 
perspective of each residential market where ERA Europe is present.

We believe that transparency is a key factor in our ability to 
optimize results for our customers, both buyers and sellers of 
residential real estate. Transparency is a fundamental element 
that establishes trust between all parties involved, and enables 
us to achieve our goal of creating enduring fruitful relationships 
with our customers.

Understanding the dynamics of
European residential real estate

To that end, ERA Europe has tracked statistics and trends on the 
residential real estate market in Europe over the past seven years. 
We are the only residential real estate network conducting such 
an effort, working in harmony across 18 countries to bring you 
important information to help make sense of what is going on in 
your market area and Europe-wide. In 2010 we have published for 
the first time a new report called the ERA Europe Market Trends 
Report, one of two market reports published by ERA Europe. 
Within this most recent report, we offer a comprehensive and 
up to date perspective on the status of the residential real estate 
market in Europe by comparing year-on-year results, as they are 



Perspective. Given the economic turmoil and market uncertainty during this 
past year, we hope to offer some perspective (less hype) on how these factors 
have impacted the European housing sector. It is clear from the ERA Europe 
country reports included in this compilation, that there is an important and 
growing divergence between the various EU housing markets. 
Some are faring much better than others, and for different reasons. 

There is a relative calm noticed in the Northern 
markets (Netherlands excluded), while economies 
to the South are still struggling. Other contrasts exist 
when comparing how Western Europe 
rebounded from the 2008 setback, 
versus Eastern Europe’s emerging 
markets. Again, it is all about history, 
cycles, and internal market dynamics.

Download your free 
digital copy 

of the full 
50 page report at 

www.eraeurope.com

available. In addition, we offer insights 
into the trends and perspectives for the 
future. ERA Europe Master Franchise 
managers set forth real estate statistics 
such as prices, mortgage rates, 
transaction activity (as available upon 
publishing date), and any important 
governmental actions affecting the 
industry. In-depth information is 
secured from reliable sources such 
as governmental statistical offices, 
financial and mortgage institutions. 
Equally important, we analyze trends 
based on information from our 
respective ERA networks of brokers 
and agents. Pure comparison of some 
figures however, is very challenging 
given the wide variation in types 
of data tracked in each country. 
Though there are efforts underway to 
harmonize the collection of data on 
an EU level, it is far from truly being 
achieved. Therefore, the expertise of 
our Country Managing Directors and 
their keen market insights help bring 
perspective and balance to each market 
overview.

The diversity of the European 
housing market is evident from the 
full spectrum of market conditions 
reported within this report. However, 
wherever the market is located, a few 
key factors influence the demand for 
residential property. These are divided 
into three categories: structural, 
economic, and opportunity factors. 

STRUCTURAL
Demographic growth is the most 
important structural factor to 
influence demand for housing. This 
can emanate from local growth in 
population and population shifts in 
the form of inward migration.

ECONOMIC
Income levels and interest rate trends 
are the most important influencers of 
demand for residential property and 
are usually short term and cyclical.

OPPORTUNITY
This factor relates to the opportunity 
cost of acquiring accommodation. 

If servicing a mortgage or rental of a 
property compares favorably (better 
value) to how one might otherwise 
dispose of income, this will drive 
demand for suitable accommodation. 

Read more about these market 
drivers for demand within the 
Survey.



Bulgaria
ulgarians enjoy one of the highest 
homeownership rates in Europe at 97%. 
Property ownership rights are well respected 

here, even under communism private property ownership 
existed. After EU membership, it rapidly became an 
attractive destination for real estate investment as legal 
procedures for property acquisition were simplified, 
especially when compared to neighboring markets, and 
because of the facility to expatriate profits. Nevertheless, 
during the crisis period foreign investment temporarily 
dried up while investors took a step back to assess the 
dramatically changing housing landscape. 2009 was 
clearly the most difficult period in its burgeoning property 
market.  The good news is that today new investors 
are entering the market, interested in seizing the many 
opportunities that exist in this housing sector. Mortgage 
rates continue to decline, boosting affordability, while 
lenders maintain healthy loan to value ratios (50-70%). 
The consensus is, the market has stabilized, and gradual 
appreciation in values will once again take hold. The 
first six months of 2010 sent clear signals of recovery as 
residential transaction activity increased by 40% over the 
same period in 2009. Now is the time to take a fresh look 
at this revitalized home market.

B

ERA Bulgaria
27, Strahil Voivoda str.
2nd Floor, Office 43

9000 Varna, BULGARIA
Tel: +359 52 66 13 00 
www.erabulgaria.com



Cyprus
fficially a member of the EU since 2004 and 
with the Euro as its official currency, Cyprus 
offers investors and homeowners alike the 

ultimate island experience. An exotic location, and the 
fabled birthplace of Aphrodite, it enjoys all the attributes of 
a mainland European lifestyle with first class infrastructure. 
This idyllic island economy however, was severely affected 
by the 2009 crisis that virtually eliminated 80% of the 
overseas investors, and tightened credit. Consequently, a 
temporary but significant impact was seen on transaction 
levels. Nevertheless, home prices declined modestly 
averaging in the 5 to 7% range and in some areas up 
to 15%. Now more than ever is the time to seek out 
buying opportunities. Latest reports show an increase in 
transactions for the first half of 2010 of over 9%, signaling 
a return of the overseas investor.

O

ERA Cyprus
113 1st Apriliou Avenue

5280 Paralimni
Famagusta, CYPRUS

Tel: + 357 23 816 444
www.eracyprus.com
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Ref. : PRY6578 PRICE € 2 500 000
M2 465 LAND M2 10000 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2006 N° OF BEDROOMS 10

ERA CYPRUS
113, 1st Apriliou Avenue - 5280 Paralimni - CYPRUS

Tel. +357 23 816444 - Fax. +357 23 730552
info@eracyprus.com - www.eracyprus.com

P aphos
This amazing ten bedroom, seven bathroom detached villa is without a doubt one
of Paphos's most exclusive and luxury properties. Nestled into the mountainside
this uniquely designed and spacious property has 10.000 square meter radius of
land to roam. The large private overflow pool has a stunning waterfall feature and
is amidst pristine landscaped surroundings. The decking provides shaded sitting
areas and a built-in hot tub. A must see!

E U R O P E

L arnaca
This unique and stunning brand new four bedroom detached villa is located on the
outskirts of the picturesque village of Mazotos. Set on a huge 6.953 m² plot the
property is surrounded by beautiful well maintained mature gardens that boast
unobstructed panoramic views of the sea due to the low building density in this
area. Ideally located, this property is just 800 meters from the beach, and a twenty
minute drive to the new Larnaca airport.

E U R O P E

Ref. : PRY4136 PRICE € 2 200 000
M2 420 LAND M2 6953 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2008 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA CYPRUS
113, 1st Apriliou Avenue - 5280 Paralimni - CYPRUS

Tel. +357 23 816444 - Fax. +357 23 730552
info@eracyprus.com - www.eracyprus.com
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Czech Republic
fter enjoying steady year on year growth, 
the Czech home market began to slow in 
2009 in line with the worsening global 

market. This was a first after so many years of healthy 
but reasonable appreciation in home values of 8% on 
average. Transaction levels declined, as did prices, not 
dramatically, but according to proportionate adjustments. 
A decrease on average home values of 7.3% was seen 
throughout the country’s residential market. The downturn 
was best resisted by city centers where jobs are the most 
stable. Key to future growth is tied closely to mortgage 
banks and the buyer’s ability to meet stricter lending 
standards. Good signals were seen midway 2010 
as house prices began to inch upward once again. 
Conventional wisdom is that while one may expect a 
new home purchase to appreciate in today’s market, one 
should not expect increases in excess of 10% for the next 
24 months and in the more sought out locations. 

A

ERA Czech Republic
IBC – Pobrežní 3

18600 Prague 8, CZECH REPUBLIC
Tel: +420 224 83 59 51

www.eraczechrepublic.com



REAL ESTATE
WITHOUT BORDERS
Expertly trained professionals, a multilingual pan-European website
in 15+ languages, established in +18 countries in Europe
and +46 globally, shared ethics, a common vision, trusted;
ERA® brokers are uniquely equipped to operate seamlessly across Europe
and globally to meet your changing housing needs.

Contact your local ERA® broker to learn more  www.eraeurope.com

ERA and the ERA logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks licensed to ERA Franchise Systems LLC and used with permission. Each ERA® office is independently owned and operated.30
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France
odest market contractions were seen in 
France during 2009, with transactions 
falling by 9%. Prices followed a similar 

trend; the capital city price average fell by 5% and the 
national average home price by 7.7%. This reaction, driven 
primarily by consumer fear and uncertainty about the 
future, has now subsided. The French housing market has 
proven its ability to quickly rebound. Initial 2010 indicators 
from the Notaires de Paris, show that prices are up by over 
3% on average in the Paris region and nationally by 10%. 
There are of course regional disparities, with major city 
metropolises such as the Île de France and tourist areas 
in the southern coastal towns faring best. Demand for 
property is expected to remain strong, and interest rates 
low for the time being. Many great opportunities can be 
found in the French market today, and there appears to be 
newfound flexibility on the part of both buyers and sellers 
when negotiating terms. It is time to seriously consider that 
French vacation home you have always dreamed of.

M

ERA France
42 bis, rue Berthier

78000 Versailles, FRANCE
Tel: +33 1 39 24 69 00

www.erafrance.com
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Boulogne Billancourt
Magnificent residence built in 2007, located on the 4th and 5th floor of a luxurious
apartment building. The apartment is bright and has a living roomwith a cathedral
ceiling, an office in the mezzanine, two bedrooms with dressing rooms, a fully
equipped kitchen, and bathroom, and comes with 2 parking spaces. On the 5th
floor you will find a second terrace of 20 m2.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 361 PRICE € 689 000
M2 79 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2007 N° OF BEDROOMS 2

ERA AGENCE MARCEL SEMBAT
214, boulevard Jean Jaurès - 92100 Boulogne Billancourt - FRANCE

Tel. +33 1 46 20 01 01 - Fax. +33 1 46 20 44 51
bbillancourt@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/AMS01

Ref. : 33660 PRICE € 699 000
M2 265 LAND M2 9135 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1980 N° OF BEDROOMS 5

ERA C.T.I. PYRÉNÉES
223 rue des Pyrénées - 75020 Paris - FRANCE
Tel. +33 1 43 58 52 82 - Fax. +33 1 43 58 11 73

cti4@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/CPY01

S aint-Seurin sur l'Isle
Discover this traditional home consisting of an entry hall, an office, a lounge, a
dining room, 2 bathrooms, a separate WC, a fully equipped kitchen, 3 bedrooms,
a small separate house, a private pool and a large 200 m² terrace.

Venez découvrir cette maison traditionnelle sur 1 étage constituée d'une entrée, d'un
bureau, d'un salon, d'une salle à manger, d'une salle d'eau, d'une salle de bain, d'un
WC séparé, d'une cuisine équipée, de 3 chambres.

E U R O P E
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A llauch
This wonderful property is situated in the heart of the 'Canton Vert', with a
principal view of Marseille and truly beautiful surroundings. Once you discover its
magical environment, it will be a guaranteed favorite.

Nichée dans un cadre de verdure sublime, votre visite débutera par son agréable
jardin arboré, sa belle piscine et ses deux grandes terrasses. Ensuite vous serez à coup
sûr séduit par ses volumes et sa surface avoisinant les 200 m² !

E U R O P E

P lan de Cuques
Magnificent family house in a green and peaceful suburb of Marseille, and close
to the city. Only twenty minutes away from the famous “Vieux Port” and the
“Calanques de Cassis”.

Superbe villa T5 de 182 m² avec piscine sur un terrain de 1.000 m², dans les environs
de Marseille, à quelques minutes de Cassis et ses Calanques, et du Vieux Port, au calme
et dans la verdure.

E U R O P E

Ref. : P3216651 PRICE € 650 000
M2 195 LAND M2 1580 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1980 N° OF BEDROOMS 5

ERA AGENCE DE LA BASTIDE
29, Grand Rue - 13013 Marseille - FRANCE
Tel. +33 4 91 68 96 96 - Fax. +33 4 91 68 95 95

bastide@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/ADL07

Ref. : P4414651 PRICE € 680 000
M2 180 LAND M2 1000 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1980 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA AGENCE DE LA BASTIDE
29, Grand Rue - 13013 Marseille - FRANCE
Tel. +33 4 91 68 96 96 - Fax. +33 4 91 68 95 95

bastide@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/ADL07

P aris
Unique modern home with many wonderful features including several terraces,
6 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, a living room, a dining room, and an eat-in kitchen.
You’ll be seduced by the natural lighting, the peacefulness and the roominess.
A guaranteed instant favorite.

Bien d’exception dans un style moderne, avec terrasses, 6 chambres, 4 salles de bains,
séjour, salle à manger, cuisine dînatoire, vous serez séduit par la lumière, le calme et
les volumes. Coup de cœur garanti.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 0509 PRICE € 1 900 000
M2 312 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2008 N° OF BEDROOMS 6

ERA PARIS OUEST IMMOBILIER
97bis, rue Legendre - 75017 Paris - FRANCE
Tel. +33 1 40 25 91 8 - Fax. +33 1 40 25 91 8

poilegendre@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/POI01
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Paris
Duplex with a beautiful reception area, 3 bedrooms, an office and a separate
kitchen.

Duplex comme une maison comprenant bel espace de réception, 3 vraies chambres,
bureau et cuisine séparée. A découvrir !

E U R O P E

Paris
Apartment with double exposure. Separate kitchen, dining/living room with a
balcony terrace, 2 bedrooms with garden view (possibly 3), laundry room,
bathroom andWC (possible bathroom). Garage option.

Appartement en double exposition offrant cuisine séparée, double séjour avec balcon
terrasse, 2 chambres sur jardin (possible 3), buanderie, salle de bain et cabinet de
toilette (possibilité salle d'eau). Box en option.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 93119 PRICE € 760 000
M2 134 N° OF BEDROOMS 3

ERA C.T.I. GARE DE LYON
1, rue Charles Baudelaire - 75012 Paris - FRANCE

Tel. +33 1 43 44 92 0 - Fax. +33 1 43 44 93 9
garedelyon@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/AIM12

Ref. : 99758 PRICE € 575 000
M2 86 N° OF BEDROOMS 2

ERA C.T.I. GARE DE LYON
1, rue Charles Baudelaire - 75012 Paris - FRANCE

Tel. +33 1 43 44 92 0 - Fax. +33 1 43 44 93 9
garedelyon@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/AIM12

Paris
Exceptional 4-room apartment located on the 3rd floor of a luxurious limestone
building with an elevator. It has a beautiful reception area with old charm,
3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms.

4 pièces au 3ème étage d’un somptueux pierre de taille avec ascenseur offrant bel
espace de réception au charme de l’ancien, 3 chambres et 2 salles d’eau. Exceptionnel !

E U R O P E

Paris
Loft style house located on 4 floors with 7 rooms, including an 85 m² living room,
terrace, private courtyard and 3 garages. A guaranteed favorite.

Maison style loft sur 4 niveaux au calme offrant 7 pièces dont séjour de 85 m², terrasse,
cour privative et 3 box. Séduction assurée !

E U R O P E

Ref. : 96455 PRICE € 935 000
M2 146 N° OF BEDROOMS 3

ERA C.T.I. RÉPUBLIQUE 1
118, boulevard Richard Lenoir - 75011 Paris - FRANCE

Tel. +33 1 58 30 12 1 - Fax. +33 1 49 29 97 1
republique@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/CR101

Ref. : 80358 PRICE € 1 490 000
M2 151 N° OF BEDROOMS 3

ERA C.T.I. RÉPUBLIQUE 1
118, boulevard Richard Lenoir - 75011 Paris - FRANCE

Tel. +33 1 58 30 12 1 - Fax. +33 1 49 29 97 1
republique@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/CR101
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F ontenay-sous-Bois
Beautiful home located on 584 m2 of land. Spacious living room with fireplace
opens onto a 25m2 terrace. Two bedroom suites and an office on the ground floor,
and a 130 m2 plateau on the first floor. Garden level basement.

Très belle maison récente édifiée sur 584 m² de terrain.Grand salon avec cheminée
donnant sur une terrasse 25 m². Deux suites parentales et un bureau au
rez-de-chaussée, un plateau de 130 m² au premier. Sous-sol total en rez-de-jardin
aménagé.

E U R O P E

F ontenay-sous-Bois
Magnificent duplex in a luxury building with very nice amenities, facing the Bois
de Vincennes. Spacious living room that opens onto a terrace with southern
exposure. A total of 4 bedrooms with bathrooms, including a suite.

Magnifique duplex dans un immeuble de grand standing face au Bois de Vincennes.
Très belles prestations. Grande pièce de vie donnant sur terrasse pleine sud. Quatre
chambres avec salles d'eau dont une suite parentale.

E U R O P E

Ref. : IMMOGROUP PRICE € 1 150 000
M2 260 LAND M2 584 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2000 N° OF BEDROOMS 6

ERA IMMOGROUP
2/4, rue du Clos d'Orléans - 94120 Fontenay sous Bois - FRANCE

Tel. +33 1 53 99 90 1 - Fax. +33 1 53 99 90 1
immogroup@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/IMM07

Ref. : IMMOGROUP2 PRICE € 1 400 000
M2 187 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1976 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA IMMOGROUP
2/4, rue du Clos d'Orléans - 94120 Fontenay sous Bois - FRANCE

Tel. +33 1 53 99 90 1 - Fax. +33 1 53 99 90 1
immogroup@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/IMM07

L es Clayes-sous-Bois
Magnificent architect home with spacious design, on exceptional fenced grounds
of 2460 m², and no opposing views. Exclusive features include: living room with
cathedral ceilings, kitchen with access to the terrace and a South-West view,
5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms and full basement.

Sur terrain clos d'environ 2460 m², sans vis-à-vis, maison d'architecte offrant de
superbes volumes. Séjour cathédrale, cuisine avec accès terrasse exposée Sud-Ouest,
5 chambres, 3 sdb, sous-sol total.

E U R O P E

F eucherolles Saint-Gemmes
Charming 17th century home in the forest. Just 30 minutes from Paris. Close to
several golf courses. Expanded in 1990 and situated on 2300 m² wooded land
enclosed by walls.With fireplace and beautiful vaulted cellar. Has a lot of character.
Room for possible expansion.

A 30 minutes de Paris, proche de la forêt et à proximité de plusieurs golfs,sur environ
2300 m² de terrain clos de murs, maison forestière du 17ème siècle agrandie en 1990,
cheminée d'époque, belle cave voutée.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 646 PRICE € 990 000
M2 213 LAND M2 2460 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1991 N° OF BEDROOMS 5

ERA VAL JOYEUX IMMOBILIER
Centre Commercial Val Joyeux - 78450 Villepreux - FRANCE

Tel. +33 1 30 56 44 3 - Fax. +33 1 30 56 44 3
villepreux@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/VJI01

Ref. : 618 PRICE € 799 000
M2 150 LAND M2 2300 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA VAL JOYEUX IMMOBILIER 2
1 Avenue du parc - 78590 Noisy Le Roi - FRANCE
Tel. +33 1 30 56 53 77 - Fax. +33 1 30 56 55 89

noisyleroi@erafrance.com - www.erafrance.com/AIM34
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Germany
ermany has one of the most stable housing 
markets in Europe. No extreme boom or bust 
cycles have occurred in this market in recent 
memory, largely in contrast to the turmoil 

experienced in certain southern and central European 
regions.  This is due in part to well-matched supply and 
demand that has resulted in modest single digit price 
increases over the years; there were no excessive prices 
or dramatic hikes in volumes. Homes in major city centers 
are typically price resilient due to constant demand, good 
infrastructure, and a convenient life style. All of which drive 
a continual influx of buyers who come to seek jobs and a 
place to live. Prices in these areas rose by 1 to 2% during 
2009. Looking forward toward year-end 2010, interest 
rates remain at historically low levels. When combined 
with improved consumer confidence, this has resulted in 
stronger buyer demand, and paradoxically, a lack of 
supply. Recent results of German GDP reaching its highest 
level since the past 20 years, is expected to further boost 
the housing sector.

G

ERA Germany
Rather Strasse 23c

40476 Duesseldorf, GERMANY
Tel: +49 211 440 37 680

www.eragermany.com
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B önen by Unna/Hamm
A truly unique and charming residence built in 1870. Part of a former estate, this
magnificent castle has many highlights such as 15 rooms, 15 fireplaces, a spacious
foyer and hall. Unique features abound including a selfsupporting oak staircase
and original floor tiles.

Das Gebäude aus dem Jahr 1870 ist Teil eines ehemaligen Gutshofes mit 15 Zimmern,
15 Kaminzügen, einem Saal, großzu ̈giger Eingangshalle über zwei Etagen mit einer
freihängenden Eichetreppe und Originalfliesen.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 88 PRICE € 990 000
M2 600 LAND M2 6300 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1870 N° OF BEDROOMS 15

ERA HENGSTEBECK IMMOBILIEN
Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 112 - 59425 Unna - GERMANY

Tel. +49 23 03 96 99 31 - Fax. +49 23 03 96 99 32
hhengstebeck@eradeutschland.de - www.hengstebeck-immobilien.de
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Ref. : 1000715 PRICE € 829 000
M2 130 LAND M2 450 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1980 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA STEIDLE IMMOBILIENPARTNER
Antoniterstraße 54 - 55232 Alzey - GERMANY

Tel. +49 67 31 900 91 42 - Fax. +49 67 31 900 93 73
ssteidle@eradeutschland.de - www.immo-steidle.de

Bad Kreuznach
Villa located in one of the top areas in the spa town Bad Kreuznach. Enjoy a
magnificent panoramic view from the wonderful and large terrace. Highlights :
indoor pool with jet stream, and a sauna. Fast connections to the Rhine-Main
metropolis.

Die Villa befindet sich in einer der Toplagen von Bad Kreuznach. Genießen Sie von der
schönen großen Terrasse den herrlichen Panoramablick. Highlights: Hallenbad mit
Gegenstromanlage, Sauna.Schnelle Anbindung zu den Rhein-Main Metropolen.

E U R O P E

Invest in your future.
The real estate industry is in full transformation and 
consolidation. Our goal is to lead the way. We believe 
independent brokers deserve the best opportunity 
to build their business by growing with the leading 
European and pioneering company, ERA Real Estate. 
This success is hinged on our ability to meet local 
needs, while drawing on global experience. Contact 
ERA Germany to determine if your goals match ours. 

Join the future of real estate, ERA Germany.

www.durchstarten-mit-era.de

ERA and the ERA logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks licensed to ERA Franchise 
Systems LLC and used with permission. Each ERA® office is independently owned and operated.
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E U R O P E

P10RGR:.feR RICE 1 130 186
M2 203 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2011 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA RADIUS IMMOBILIEN
Schloßstrasse 18 - 13467 Berlin - GERMANY

Tel. +49 30 27 49 09 60 - Fax. +49 30 27 49 09 61
radius@eradeutschland.de - www.radius-immobilien.de
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erlin Friedrichshagen - Bezirk Treptow/KöpenickB
�is outstanding ensemble o�ers a unique living concept. Situated on the banks of
Müggelsee, it has a private dock and includes 24h concierge service to attend to your
every day needs. First class appointments and spacious living surrounded by
greenery.

Dieses exklusive Ensemble mit einzigartigem Wohnkonzept direkt am Ufer des
Müggelsees und eigener Marina wird Ihre neue Heimat! Ein erstklassiger 24h
Concierge-Service verschönert Ihre Tage. www.mueggelsee-residenzen-berlin.de

G ermany
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Braunschweig
Stylish villa conveniently located in the middle of the city center. The abundant
garden is well landscaped and is completely private. Guests can stay over in a small
bungalow built next to the villa in 1992.

Stilvolle Villa mit einem großen, von den Nachbarn nicht einsehbarer Garten inmitten
der Stadt. 1992 wurde im Zuge einer Sanierung ein kleiner Gäste-Bungalow an das
Haus angebaut.

E U R O P E

Braunschweig
Well hidden from street view, this architectural treasure is located next to the “Am
Buergerark” tennis courts. Completely renovated in 2000 by renowned architect
Kloster.Many interesting features: an in-house ballet studio, a restroomwall cover
made of bronze, and 8m² glass sliding doors.

Genau gegenu ̈ber der Tennisanlage 'Am Bu ̈rgerpark' versteckt sich, von der Straße
nicht einsehbar, dieses architektonische Kleinod. Im Jahr 2000 vom Architekten Kloster
komplett neu aufgebaut.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 395 PRICE € 895 000
M2 298 LAND M2 1800 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1950 N° OF BEDROOMS 8

ERA PETEREIT IMMOBILIEN
Wendenstrasse 2-3 - 38100 Braunschweig - GERMANY

Tel. +49 531 208 4787 - Fax. +49 531 208 4786
petereit@eradeutschland.de - www.erabraunschweig.de

Ref. : 340 PRICE € 750 000
M2 230 LAND M2 1515 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1875 N° OF BEDROOMS 7

ERA PETEREIT IMMOBILIEN
Wendenstrasse 2-3 - 38100 Braunschweig - GERMANY

Tel. +49 531 208 4787 - Fax. +49 531 208 4786
petereit@eradeutschland.de - www.erabraunschweig.de

Obertshausen/Francfort Main
A home with a generous floor plan including a 50 m² living and dining area, as
well as a 40 m² master bedroom. Enjoy the terrace with unfolding views of the
swimming pool and picturesque garden.

Das Haus verfügt über eine großzügige Raumaufteilung mit 50m² Wohn- / Essbereich
und ca. 40m² Masterschlafzimmer. Der Garten ist wunderschön angelegt mit Terrasse
und dem davor liegenden Pool, Badehäuschen und Freisitz. Frankfurt Stadt ca.
18 km, Frankfurt Airport ca. 24 km

E U R O P E

Neu-Isenburg/Francfort Main
A superior residence and a true jewel of modern interior design: a spacious layout
with 80 m² living/dining room, 60 m² terrace, and two 40 m² bedrooms. The
extraordinary garden features exquisite landscaping, a guesthouse, a pond and a
stream.

Das Haus der Extraklasse ist ein wahres Juwel mit moderner Raumgestaltung: 80m²
Wohn-/Essbereich, 60m² Terrasse, 2 Schlafzimmern mit je 40m² und Garten mit wert-
voller Bepflanzung, Gästehaus, Teich und Wasserlauf.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 44 PRICE € 578 000
M2 243 LAND M2 772 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1970 N° OF BEDROOMS 6

ERA HERTH IMMOBILIEN
Darmstädter Strasse 26 - 63225 Langen/Francfort - GERMANY

Tel. +49 61 03 92 94 50 - Fax. +49 61 03 92 94 61
mherth@era-rheinmain.de - www.era-rheinmain.de

Ref. : MH02 PRICE € 689 000
M2 243 LAND M2 935 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1974 N° OF BEDROOMS 5

ERA HERTH IMMOBILIEN
Darmstädter Strasse 26 - 63225 Langen/Francfort - GERMANY

Tel. +49 61 03 92 94 50 - Fax. +49 61 03 92 94 61
mherth@era-rheinmain.de - www.era-rheinmain.de
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Greece
he housing sector in Greece peaked in 2005, 
when nearly 170.000 property transactions took 
place in this country of 10 million inhabitants and 

3.000 islands. One year later home prices began to peak 
as well. In more recent times, the Greek economy suffered 
its highly publicized debt and fiscal crisis, a dilemma of 
such magnitude as never seen before. This inevitably 
affected housing in both price and transaction levels. As 
the crisis unfolded in 2009, consumers lost confidence and 
sales slowed dramatically. The good news is the Greek 
Government entered into an austerity agreement with 
the IMF to secure needed funds to stabilize the country 
and limit apprehension in the market. However, it will be 
months before the full impact of the austerity measures are 
understood and full confidence returns. Today sellers are 
placing their homes back on the market, and we are seeing 
less resistance to adjust prices to the new reality. 2010 
and 2011 are expected to remain a buyers market with 
some extraordinary opportunities materializing, buys that 
were unimaginable just a few short years ago. The housing 
sector is performing better than other more exposed 
industries, and the intrinsic value of Greek property will 
be maintained. It is even more important in the constant 
changing market of Greece, to seek out a trusted ERA Real 
Estate professional to maneuver this landscape.

T

ERA Greece
197 Alexandras Avenue

11522 Ampelokipoi, Athens, GREECE
Tel: +30 210 322 2254

www.eragreece.com
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C orfu
Amagnificent villa nestled in a guarded-estate of luxurious residences, situated in
the serene area of Kommeno, Kerkyra on the sought-after island of Corfu.
Breathtaking and unobstructed views of the tranquil sea, the historical town of
Corfu and the local five-star marina surround your abode. The ultimate in luxury
living in an exclusive & renowned setting.

E U R O P E

Ref. : GEO01-K-17 PRICE € 2 200 000
M2 400 LAND M2 2000 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2004 N° OF BEDROOMS 6

ERA GEOHOME
13, Kapodistriou st. - Corfu, 49100 - GREECE
Tel. +30 26610 27912 - Fax. +30 26610 42961
info@geohomecorfu.gr - www.eragreece.com
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Ref. : V1P01-TPM3 PRICE € 1 950 000
M2 700 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2007 N° OF BEDROOMS 5

ERA V1P
2, 25th Martiou st. - Nea Erythraia-Athens - GREECE

Tel. +30 21062 05211 - Fax. +30 21062 05131
info@erav1p.gr - www.eragreece.com

D ionysos, Attica
Detached home in a perfect location, with excellent aesthetics and architecture.
Designed by one of Athens’ most renowned architects, this magnificent property
is situated in Attica, about 23 km north-east of Athens. 5 sunny bedrooms, a
playroom, laundry room, a marvelous kitchen, 4 interior garages, 5 storage areas,
and many more features make this home a must see for the discerning buyer.
Contact us for more information or for a complete brochure.

E U R O P E

In safe hands.
Considering selling your home? 

Be sure to place your property in safe hands…

A trusted company, 
with trained professionals.

Contact your local ERA office today.

www.erahellas.com   www.eracyprus.com

ERA and the ERA logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks licensed to ERA Franchise 
Systems LLC and used with permission. Each ERA® office is independently owned and operated.
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Ireland
hough not a large country, there are some distinct 
market tendencies and important variations in the 
Irish housing sector. Where there is demand, it 

will be for a resale property with three or four bedrooms, 
located in or near a city center. Apartments in secondary 
and rural locations are the least sought after property 
type at present. Resale properties in general appear to be 
faring better than new built homes. 

Listing prices nationally fell by 3.3% in the first quarter 
of 2010. In Dublin asking prices fell by 3.9% in the first 
quarter of 2010 bringing the total decline over the last 12 
months to 15.2%. Listing prices in the capital have now 
fallen by 33.4% since their peak in 2006. Transaction 
activity can best be derived from the Irish Banking 
Federation and their loan draw downs; based on this a 
43% decline in mortgages was observed in 2009. The 
total value of these loans also declined by an even greater 
percentage year on year. Not all is so bleak though, as 
2010 shows some level of stabilization. Granted asking 
prices for properties across Ireland have continued to fall; 
the rate of decrease in asking prices has eased for the 
second successive quarter. The most notable exception 
was Dublin City South where the average asking price 
rose by 1.1%. 

The bucolic fields of Ireland have clearly seen better 
times, and your ERA Real Estate agent with deep local 
knowledge and national marketing capability is there to 
help you wade through all the factors influencing housing 
prices and guide you in either the purchase or sale of your 
home.

T

ERA Ireland
Swords Technology Centre, Suite 3C

Swords Business Park, Swords
Co Dublin, IRELAND

Tel: +353 1 89 01 722
www.eraireland.com
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K ilkenny
This very high class executive Georgian style residence is sited on 3 acres & extends
to 4.000 sq. ft. Approached via private electric gates and stone entrance to a
fabulous mature site with stud railed paddocks, garage & tennis court. Built 6 years
ago to the highest standard and class of finish. Large entrance hall, sitting room,
kitchen/dining, utility, office, sunroom, drawing room, WC, 4 bedrooms (master
suite & guest en-suite), bathroom & large attic. Tremendous value.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 1029K PRICE € 450 000
Sq. Ft. 4000 LAND ACRES 3 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2004 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA DONOHOE PROPERTIES
Butler Court, Patrick Street - Kilkenny, Kilkenny - IRELAND

Tel. +353 56 77 70 400 - Fax. +353 56 77 70 433
ed@donohoeproperties.com - www.eraireland.com
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Ref. : 001 PRICE € 595 000
M2 125 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1920 N° OF BEDROOMS 3

ERA KELLY BRADSHAW DALTON
165 Lower Drumcondra Road Drumcondra - Dublin 9 - IRELAND

Tel. +353 1 80 40 500 - Fax. +353 1 85 70 006
sales@kbd.ie - www.eraireland.com

D ublin
Located on the magnificent tree-lined Griffith Avenue, No 64 is a charming 1920’s
built home offering beautifully appointed accommodation throughout.
Comprising two reception rooms, extended kitchen, sunroom, utility room, guest
WC, 3 bedrooms, bathroom & garage with a south-facing garden screened by
mature trees & hedging. Renowned for its community spirit, Drumcondra has a
wide array of local shops, schools & sporting facilities - perfect for a family home!

E U R O P E

D ublin
Behind the handsome red brick facade of thisVictorian residence lies a spacious yet
comfortable 4 bedroom home which retains a wealth of original features including
timber flooring, cast iron andmarble fireplaces, dado rails, coving & high ceilings.
The location of this property could not be more convenient being within strolling
distance of the City Centre in addition to all the amenities of Drumcondra Village.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 002 PRICE € 445 000
M2 167 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA KELLY BRADSHAW DALTON
165 Lower Drumcondra Road Drumcondra - Dublin 9 - IRELAND

Tel. +353 1 80 40 500 - Fax. +353 1 85 70 006
sales@kbd.ie - www.eraireland.com
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Italy
he deep global economic, financial, and real 
estate crisis that began in mid 2007 bottomed 
out for Italy during the first half of 2009. After 

the economic difficulties experienced between September 
2008 and April 2009, 2010 is showing slight indications 
of a comeback. Compared to other countries such as the 
United States and Spain, the economic crisis has been 
relatively contained in Italy. It is more connected to the 
macroeconomic weakness of the country as opposed 
to the so-called housing bubble. The housing market did 
suffer though, primarily due to a decrease in the quantity 
of transactions rather than prices. Transaction levels were 
21% off peak periods of 2006. A market survey of the 13 
largest Italian cities revealed a negative variation of 4.1% 
in the average price of a home in 2009. An important 
drop during the year in interest rates for new mortgages 
helped sustain the demand for dwellings. Looking toward 
the end of 2010, prices will remain the most stable and 
homes will hold their value primarily in or near the larger 
urban areas where employment remains strong, housing 
supply is limited, and demand is high.

T

ERA Italy
Piazzale Lugano 19

20158 Milano, ITALY
Tel: +39 02 393 59 491

www.eraitaly.com



Luxembourg
he Grand Duchy of Luxembourg has a highly 
developed economy, and is one of the wealthiest 
of all the European and global markets. The real 

estate market in Luxembourg clearly experienced a slow 
down between 2007 and 2009, however 2010 shows 
signs of recovery. Although financing a home has become 
more difficult, demand remains healthy. This is primarily 
due to the constant need for homes, and because investing 
in real estate is considered a viable alternative to banks 
and/or stock market investments. Homeownership today 
averages 67%, and remains comparatively higher than in 
neighboring European countries. Secondary homes sell 
better and faster than new properties, as they are lower 
priced. However, buyers are more cautious and will simply 
refuse to purchase at asking prices that are over market 
value, nor will banks finance these properties. Though 
many sellers remain slow to adjust their prices downward, 
in the end a truly motivated seller will sell at market value. 
Local retail banks are offering mortgage loans at low, 
never-before-seen, interest rates. Strict restrictions are 
applied to obtain financing however; buyers must pay a 
significant down payment of on average 25% minimum. 
With low interest rates and attractive fixed rate loans for 
periods of up to 20 years, now is the time to buy. ERA 
Luxembourg is the local real estate leader. Sellers are 
able to benefit from ERA Luxembourg’s local market 
knowledge and from numerous tools they offer to aid the 
seller to remain competitive by establishing accurate home 
market values.

T

ERA Luxembourg
149, rue de Hollerich

L-1741 LUXEMBOURG
Tel: +352 40 38 981

www.eraluxembourg.com
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Ref. : LUXGH4 PRICE € 975 000
M2 350 LAND M2 500 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2010 N° OF BEDROOMS 7

ERA LUXEMBOURG
149 rue de Hollerich - 1741 Luxembourg - LUXEMBOURG

Tel. +352 40 38 981 - Fax. +352 40 37 9750
info@eraluxembourg.com - www.eraluxembourg.com

M ertzig
Brand new superbly built house with tremendous view of surrounding rolling land
in Center-Northern area of Luxembourg. 50 minutes by car from the capital city.
All materials used fulfill highest quality standards. Basement with sauna and
jacuzzi. Must be seen!

Maison tout à fait neuve, superbement construite avec des matériaux de 1er choix.
Vue imprenable sur les environs. 50 minutes en voiture de la capitale. Sauna, jacuzzi
etc. au sous-sol. TVA récup. partielle.

E U R O P E

Ref. : LUXGH1 PRICE € 1 390 600
M2 640 LAND M2 200 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1990 N° OF BEDROOMS 13

ERA LUXEMBOURG
149 rue de Hollerich - 1741 Luxembourg - LUXEMBOURG

Tel. +352 40 38 981 - Fax. +352 40 37 9750
info@eraluxembourg.com - www.eraluxembourg.com

L uxembourg
Nice small family hotel located on a dominant commercial address only 5 minutes
walking distance from the city center. In addition to being an interesting small
hotel to run, the property's other advantage is its lease contract with a major local
brewery, insuring a yield of 7.15% p.a.

Très joli petit hôtel situé à 5 minutes à pied du centre ville, immeuble dominant
commercialement parlant. Avantage principal : le bail commercial signé avec un
locataire de 1er choix, 7.15% p.a.

E U R O P E
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N iederanven
Well-maintained house located in the middle of town, and 5 minutes by car from
EU and banking activities centers, as well as Luxembourg airport. All local facilities
are within walking distance. If needed, this house can easily host 2 families.

Très belle et grande maison, bien entretenue, située à 5 minutes des centres Européen
et bancaires de Kirchberg. Aéroport à quelques minutes en voiture également.
Logement pour 2 familles sans aucun problème. Toutes facilités à proximité.

E U R O P E

A ltrier
Beautiful large country house at only 20 minutes by car from the EU and banking
centers. A separate hall completes the house, allowing for extra storage space.
Stables for horses are attached to the house. Property is surrounded by rolling land
and forests. Location is simply gorgeous.

Belle grand maison d'habitation à 20 minutes en voiture des centres EU et bancaires.
Hall séparé permettant le stockage de voitures ou autres. Ecurie attenante. Très bel
endroit dans la nature !

E U R O P E

Ref. : LUXGH2 PRICE € 1 100 000
M2 370 LAND M2 670 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1984 N° OF BEDROOMS 5

ERA LUXEMBOURG
149 rue de Hollerich - 1741 Luxembourg - LUXEMBOURG

Tel. +352 40 38 981 - Fax. +352 40 37 9750
info@eraluxembourg.com - www.eraluxembourg.com

Ref. : LUXGH3 PRICE € 1 150 000
M2 470 LAND M2 4600 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1977 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA LUXEMBOURG
149 rue de Hollerich - 1741 Luxembourg - LUXEMBOURG

Tel. +352 40 38 981 - Fax. +352 40 37 9750
info@eraluxembourg.com - www.eraluxembourg.com

Choose ERA Luxembourg 
for all the right reasons.

Proactive
A Trusted Partner
Results Oriented

At ERA Luxembourg we sell homes.

www.eraluxembourg.com

ERA and the ERA logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks licensed to ERA Franchise 
Systems LLC and used with permission. Each ERA® office is independently owned and operated.
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Netherlands
raditionally the Netherlands has been 
predominantly a homeowners market.  Today 
it consists of nearly 7 million homes in total. 

However, finding the perfect home is not easy in the 
densely populated country. After the collapse of the 
housing market in 2009, the Dutch real estate sector nearly 
came to a complete standstill. Buyers and sellers, both, 
were waiting for the economy to recover.  For potential 
buyers it was difficult to obtain home financing since banks 
were not eager to risk offering home mortgages in such 
a negative economic climate. With the Dutch economy 
slowly showing signs of recovery in 2010 however, so 
has the Dutch real estate market. At the moment, home 
prices and the number of transactions have stabilized. In 
the first half of 2010 almost 60.000 homes were sold, 
which is a minor improvement of 2.000 additional homes 
sold when compared with the same period last year. 
Though home prices have decreased by 1.5% so far this 
year, by year-end an overall average increase of 1% is 
anticipated for 2010. Whether one seeks to sell or buy 
a house, it is essential to hire a broker who knows his 
market, is proactive, and who is motivated to provide the 
best service available. ERA brokers are located in almost 
every major and medium size town in the Netherlands 
and are there to address the diverse real estate needs of 
its customers.

T

ERA Netherlands
Zwarte Woud 2, Postbus 24050

3502 MB Utrecht, THE NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 30 289 99 00

www.eranetherlands.com



TEAM ERA® – people of integrity working in unison with a shared vision;
we are results oriented and assert a 100% customer-focused philosophy.
We like real estate, we love people.
Join TEAM ERA®; become part of a winning team where people matter;
Broker, Sales Agent, Master Franchise License opportunities.

Contact your local ERA® broker to learn more  www.eraeurope.com

ERA and the ERA logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks licensed to ERA Franchise Systems LLC and used with permission. Each ERA® office is independently owned and operated.

TEAMS OUTPERFORM
INDIVIDUALS
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Portugal
istorically the Portuguese have always taken 
great pride in owning real estate. However, 
the state of the economy as of late has been 

a genuine and emotional obstacle to overcome for those 
who want to buy a house. Nonetheless, current conditions 
present very attractive buying and investment opportunities. 
Unlike other countries in Europe, the speculative bubble in 
real estate was not a discerning factor for Portugal, though 
a growing supply versus demand adjustment was observed 
during 2009 that resulted in a modest average price 
decrease nationally. Factors contributing to a favorable 
investment climate include low interest rates and price 
flexibility as homeowners are aware of the need to adjust 
listing prices downward to reflect market conditions, which 
thereby contribute to faster selling times as well. While 
mortgage rates remain low for now, any rate adjustments 
are monitored closely as this could adversely affect current 
market stability. Potential buyers must carefully research all 
their options when looking for home financing. Banks have 
implemented tighter restrictions on mortgage loans and 
the loan to value ratio has decreased from an average of 
90% to 80%. In Portugal it is highly recommended to use 
a professional for assistance to ensure proper guidance 
during the buying or selling process.  ERA broker offices 
are found in nearly 200 locations throughout Portugal, 
and have maintained a leadership position in an extremely 
aggressive and challenging market as a result of their 
effective ERA tools, their integrity and quality services.

H

ERA Portugal
Rua Fradesso da Silveira, 4-3A
1300-609 Lisboa, PORTUGAL

Tel: +351 213 600 150
www.eraportugal.com
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Q uinta do Lago
This magnificent brand new luxury 6 bedroom villa is located in one of the most
exclusive resorts in Europe, Quinta do Lago. It has 6 luxurious in suite bedrooms,
2 heated pools, sauna, top garden area, and spacious areas. Completed with suberb
finishings.

Uma moradia de luxo na estância mais exclusiva da Europa. 6 quartos em suite, com
piscina interior e exterior aquecidas, sauna, banho turco ginásio, salas multiusos, áreas
generosas. Construída com os melhores acabamentos.

E U R O P E

A veiro
Enjoy the comfort of modern architecture and finishings in a setting of complete
tranquility, the best that nature can offer. 45 homes situated between the Aveiro
River, São Jacinto´s Beach and the Natural Reserve of S. Jacinto Dunes.

Usufrua de todo o conforto, com a tranquilidade que a Natureza continua a oferecer.
Arquitectura moderna, num empreendimento situado entre o mar, a ria e a pérola da
região: a Reserva Natural de São Jacinto.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 488 PRICE € 4 500 000
M2 571 LAND M2 1445 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2010 N° OF BEDROOMS 6

ERA ALMANCIL
Rua do Vale Formoso 345 - 8135-148 Almancil - PORTUGAL

Tel. +351 289 355 503/4 - Fax. +351 289 391 095
almancil@era.pt - www.era.pt/almancil

Ref. : AV4932 PRICE Upon Request
M2 260 LAND M2 561 N° OF BEDROOMS 5

ERA AVEIRO
Rua Eng. Von Haff, n.º 41 - A - 3800-177 Aveiro - PORTUGAL

Tel. +351 234 480 400 - Fax. +351 234 480 401
aveiro@era.pt - www.era.pt/aveiro

C oimbra
Exceptional colonial-style farmhouse located in a peaceful area with beautiful
panoramic views. It has 8 bedrooms, full central heating, and features 2 pools with
baths and a gym.One hectare of land with possibility of more. Excellent investment
opportunity.

Quinta de estilo colonial com 8 quartos, aquecimento central completo, 2 piscinas com
ginásio e balneários e 1 hectare de terreno. Possibilidade de mais um hectare. Zona
sossegada com vistas panorâmicas.

E U R O P E

Estoril
Fantastic villa from the 60's located in the refined Estoril area. Over one thousand
square meters of living space perched on a two thousand square meter lot and
enveloped by magnificently landscaped areas. A pleasant swimming pool with
dining and lounging facilities complement this idyllic home environment. Property
issurrounded by breathtaking pastoral views of the Sintra Mountain and the Bay
of Cascais.

Fantástica Villa dos finais dos anos 60 em zona requintada do Estoril.

E U R O P E

Ref. : C-3375 PRICE € 450 000
M2 1000 LAND M2 10000 N° OF BEDROOMS 8

ERA COIMBRA VALE FLORES/SOLUM
Estrada da Beira Nº 487 - 3030-173 Coimbra - PORTUGAL

Tel. +351 239 406 326 - Fax. +351 239 781 069
coimbra@era.pt - www.era.pt/coimbra

Ref. : ES0333 PRICE € 2 500 000
M2 1200 LAND M2 2000 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1965 N° OF BEDROOMS 10

ERA ESTORIL
Av.ª Sabóia, nº 737 E - 2765-279 Monte Estoril - PORTUGAL

Tel. +351 214 643 310 - Fax. +351 214 643 319
estoril@era.pt - www.era.pt/estoril
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M atosinhos
Perfectly located 4 room apartment with a fantastic view of the sea. It has a well
planned layout of 204m², 4 bedrooms, a living roomwith a fireplace, 3 bathrooms,
a fully equipped kitchen, and a private garage. Building offers 24h security.

Apartamento T4 com 204 m² na 1ª linha de mar. Cozinha totalmente equipada. Sala
com 60 m² com recuperador de calor + varanda. Aquecimento central. Garagem
fechada para 4 carros. 2 frentes: poente / sul. Condomínio com segurança 24h.

E U R O P E

P almela
Spetacular location with view of Arrábida Hills and River Sado. Unique purchase
opportunity with approved 800m² for constrution area. 42 km from Lisbon, 7 km
to the sea.

Localização espectacular com vista sobre a Serra da Arrábida e Rio Sado Oportunidade
única para espaço de luxo com viabilidade de construção de 800 m². 42 km de Lisboa,
10.7 km do mar.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 0436 PRICE € 498 000
M2 204 LAND M2 270 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA MATOSINHOS
Avenida da República 862 - 4450-240 Matosinhos - PORTUGAL

Tel. +351 229 398 000 - Fax. +351 229 398 009
matosinhos@era.pt - www.era.pt/matosinhos

Ref. : 1463 PRICE € 3 250 000
M2 79 LAND M2 20 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1980 N° OF BEDROOMS 1

ERA PALMELA
Av. da Liberdade, n.º 28 - R/C Dto - 2950-201 Palmela - PORTUGAL

Tel. +351 212 337 860 - Fax. +351 212 337 869
palmela@era.pt - www.era.pt/palmela

R io Maior
Magnificent centennial farm located in the Santarem district, only 8 km from Rio
Maior. With excellent accesses to A1 and A15, just 45 minutes away from Lisbon
and 30 minutes from the beautiful beach Foz do Arelho. Comprised of 4 distinct
houses and a separate set of additions, including a cellar, oil mill, garages, sheds
and a garden with pool. The main house is 1090 m² and has 8 suites, 3 kitchens,
2 lounges, a dining room, 4 bathrooms and large attic.

E U R O P E

Boavista dos Pinheiros
Sudoeste Alentejano

Herdade das Arrifoias is located in Odemira, a vast region of plains in southwest
Portugal. Here one can be envelopped by natural landscape and biodiversity. A
short distance away are some of the finest beaches and the villages of Odemira and
São Teotónio. Connections with the main routes are within easy reach. It is
subdivided in 18 parcels and each owner can choose from one of the 5 pre-designed
properties, developed with the use of traditional materials and typology.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 2084 PRICE € 5 500 000
M2 1090 LAND M2 111000 N° OF BEDROOMS 8

ERA RIO MAIOR / BENEDITA
Av. Paulo VI, nº 29 B - 2040 Rio Maior - PORTUGAL

Tel. +351 243 909 820 - Fax. +351 243 909 829
riomaior@era.pt - www.era.pt/riomaior

Ref. : TER1345 PRICE € 135 000
M2 360 LAND M2 89000

ERA SÃO TEOTÓNIO
Rua Gomes Freire, nº1 A, loja 2 - 7630-624 São Teotónio - PORTUGAL

Tel. +351 283 959 174 - Fax. +351 283 959 176
saoteotonio@era.pt - www.era.pt/saoteotonio
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Romania
argest of the Balkan countries with a population 
of 22 million, Romania’s residential real estate 
opportunity is derived from its underdeveloped 

infrastructure and housing market. Despite a large number 
of homeowners, one of the highest in Europe at 97% in 
2009, there is great demand for more and better quality 
housing. The demand comes mostly from the new upper 
class, middle class, and foreign investors targeting middle 
to high quality offers, which are difficult to find in this market. 
The quality of the housing supply is very low throughout 
the country, especially in Bucharest. Even though there are 
many new developments in Bucharest, a lot of these are 
high-rise buildings with stylish designs and luxury finishes 
at prices that few Romanians can afford. Year 2009 saw 
a visible price correction downward. The average price 
continued to decrease in Bucharest for both new houses 
and older flats in 2010. However, the real estate market in 
Bucharest continues to be the most expensive nationwide. 
Despite the price decreases, high financing costs have 
drastically restricted the number of clients eligible for 
mortgage loans. Mortgage interest rates in Romania are 
dramatically higher when compared to other European 
countries.  Limited accessibility of mortgage loans will keep 
the sales pace rather low. However, 2010 should bring 
a slight improvement both in the number of new loans 
and in the number of units sold. Assuming the economic 
slowdown will last for another two years in Romania, an 
improvement in housing demand might be expected in 
early 2011. This shall eventually result in the stabilization 
of prices.

L

ERA Romania
12 Dr. Petre Herescu Str., District 5 

Bucharest, ROMANIA
Tel: +359 888 25 83 94
www.eraromania.com



Spain
pain remains one the most desirable places to 
retire or to vacation.  In 2009 Spain welcomed 
just under 60 million foreign tourists, and 

continues to be one of the most popular countries in Europe 
to own a second residence. Currently Spain’s real estate 
market is a buyers market that represents innumerable 
investment opportunities that need to be considered 
carefully. Potential investors must consider several other 
factors aside from the property’s price. The location of 
the property is very important as well as its intrinsic value. 
Moreover, investors should not take unnecessary risk by 
investing in properties that are still under construction, and 
buy only completed projects that are fully functioning. The 
contraction of the Spanish real estate market that started 
in 2007 is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. 
Nonetheless, according to the Spanish Housing Ministry, 
home sales in Spain rose nearly 25% in the second quarter 
of 2010 compared to the same quarter last year.  This was 
partly due to a 4.6% percent increase in the sale of new 
built property in Spain, though existing homes enjoyed 
the biggest increase in sales numbers.  The growth in 
home sales appears to signal increased confidence in the 
revitalization of the Spanish economy.

S

ERA Spain
Avenida de la industria

4, Edif. 1, 1-A, 
28100 Alcobendas (Madrid) SPAIN

Tel: +34 91 661 6328
www.eraspain.com



Sweden
weden is a country well known for its investment 
friendly climate, with up to 50% of the capital 
investment coming from abroad. Despite strong 

economic performance, they suffered much anxiety over 
the effects of the global economic crisis. Though initially 
this led to longer selling times on the market, by year-
end 2009 residential transactions increased by 6% and 
prices managed to increase by 9% on average. 2010 
home prices are anticipated to end up even higher with 
double-digit increases in the 10-15% range. The capital 
city of Stockholm represents 46% of sales volume but only 
26% of transactions. While interest rates are currently at 
very low levels they are also expected to show modest 
increases in the coming year.  Current market conditions 
present an unparalleled but limited window of opportunity 
of low interest rates combined with other market driven 
incentives when buying a home today.  ERA Sweden also 
offers its own mortgage and insurance service unique to 
the market place, making the home buying process a one-
stop, streamlined process.

S

ERA Sweden
Grev Turegatan 20

114 46 Stockholm, SWEDEN
Tel: +46 8 442 88 80
www.erasweden.com
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V isby Gotland
Welcome to Gotland and Sweden's first true luxury resort with exotic locations
just around the corner. Situated just north of Visby´s captivating town center by the
sea. Choose between apartment-suites or bungalows in a spacious and modern
design, created for people seeking harmony and pleasure. When the owner is not
using the unit, it is used by the hotel thereby offering the owner added income.All
units are fully furnished. 32-146 sqm, 1-4 rooms.

E U R O P E

Ref. : CT044 PRICE FROM 1 800 000 SEK
YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2008

ERA GOTLAND
Broväg 121 - 621 73 Visby - SWEDEN

Tel. +46 498 20 22 80 - Fax. +46 498 21 06 30
gotland@erasweden.com - www.erasweden.com
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Ref. : CI075 PRICE 4 495 000 SEK
M2 180 LAND M2 1670 N° OF BEDROOMS 5

ERA ANDERSSON & KARN
Stora Torget 3 - 592 22 Vadstena - SWEDEN
Tel. +46 143 290 40 - Fax. +46 141 400 46

info@andersson-karn.se - www.erasweden.com

V adstena
An exceptional residence of outstanding history and character located in the south
of Sweden. Built in 1670 this home still has several antique finishings remaining
from that time. From the second floor one enjoys an amazing panoramic view over
the lake.

Ett av Vadstenas mest unika kulturhus invid Vättern med speciell karaktär och
historik, bl.a. en klassisk helfransk 1700-talsportal, spännande planlösning och
fantastisk utsikt över Vättern, Sjögatan och Klosterkyrkan.

E U R O P E

V axholm
Fantastic 'Urhuset' eco-house built in only natural materials and situated on the
best possible sea lot. Recognized by Swedish and international press as a striking
example of ecological design andmeeting the highest standards of modern, luxury
living. Five floors, large panoramic windows, serene sea views and greenery.
Separate sea cottage.

Vackra Urhuset i Vaxholm är till salu. Byggt 1998 av senvuxen gran på bästa möjliga
sjötomt i solläge. Ett helt igenom ekologiskt hus.

E U R O P E

Ref. : BO287 PRICE 23 000 000 SEK
M2 500 LAND M2 1790 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1998 N° OF BEDROOMS 7

ERA BO BYRÅN
Råsundavägen 128 - 169 50 Solna - SWEDEN
Tel. +46 8 410 290 07 - Fax. +46 8 437 585 59

bobyran@erasweden.com - www.erasweden.com
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Ref. : UL01477 PRICE 5 850 000 SEK
M2 115 LAND M2 49 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1909 N° OF BEDROOMS 3

ERA LÖWANDER & PARTNERS
Rååvägen 26 - 252 70 Råå - SWEDEN

Tel. +46 42 262 602 - Fax. +46 42 262 692
info@lowanderopartners.se - www.erasweden.com/helsingborg

H elsingborg
Fantastic and original house situated in the heart of Råå harbor. Tastefully
renovated with amodern kitchen and 2modern bathrooms.White walls and visible
ceiling beams emanate calm and peace within the home.A spacious living room is
adorned with vaulted ceilings and a fireplace for those long winter evenings. An
inviting wooden deck in front leads to a staggering view of the harbour.

E U R O P E

Ref. : ML01360 PRICE 7 350 000 SEK
M2 242 LAND M2 725 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1933 N° OF BEDROOMS 3

ERA LEVENBORN
Regementsgatan 60 - 217 51 Malmö - SWEDEN
Tel. +46 40 98 03 00 - Fax. +46 40 98 03 13

levenborn@erasweden.com - www.erasweden.com

M almö
A lovely house located in the best area inMalmö.Very high standards and exclusive
materials throughout. Fantastic garden with a new built guesthouse. Take
advantage of this opportunity !

Nu erbjuder vi en underbar villa på bästa läge i Malmö! Här bor Ni smakfullt och
trivsamt i en underbar atmosfär. Mycket vacker arkitektritad och anlagd trädgård.
På tomten finns också en nybyggd, mycket vacker gäststuga med el & tv indraget. Ett
oemotståndligt boende för Er med högsta krav !

E U R O P E
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Ref. : LJ053 PRICE 6 490 000 SEK
M2 170 LAND M2 10396 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2002 N° OF BEDROOMS 3

ERA LUNDABYGDENS FASTIGHETSBYR
Östra Mårtensgatan 2 - 223 61 Lund - SWEDEN

Tel. +46 211 33 30 - Fax. +46 211 33 29
lundabygden@erasweden.com - www.erasweden.com

L und
Surrounded by nature and close to Lund, this charming home is situated in Siporex
and Leca. It has an open floor plan with abundant open spaces. Plenty of room for
expansion with 3 bedrooms that could be easily converted into 6; 2 large
bathrooms, a wonderful kitchen. Spacious patio of approximately 42 m² with
sliding glass walls in 3 directions. Stay warm during the cold winter days with
under-floor heating throughout the entire house as well as the garage.

E U R O P E

U ppsala
Modern top-floor apartment located in a beautiful historic building. Enjoy a
panoramic view over the city of Uppsala. The light, flexibility and details of this flat
create an elegant atmosphere. The flat is located on two floors. It features a living
room, dining room, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, a kitchen, roof terrace & a balcony.

E U R O P E

Ref. : CE655 PRICE 6 500 000 SEK
M2 160 LAND M2 160 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1901 N° OF BEDROOMS 3

ERA MÄKLARE KULLING
Vaksalagatan 14 - 753 20 Uppsala - SWEDEN
Tel. +46 18 12 58 00 - Fax. +46 18 12 88 00

kulling@erasweden.com - www.erasweden.com
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Sweden
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Ref. : AO2608 PRICE 8 000 000 SEK
M2 190 LAND M2 1516 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1982 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA ÖFVERHOLMS FASTIGHETSBYRÅ
Stora Gatan 47 - 193 30 Sigtuna - SWEDEN
Tel. +46 8 594 725 20 - Fax. +46 8 594 725 19

bo.jernberg@erasweden.com - www.erasweden.com

S igtuna
Exclusive residence conveniently located in Sigtuna, the oldest town of Sweden,
just 15 min. away from Arlanda airport and at commuting distance from
Stockholm and Uppsala near lake Mälaren. A boat dock is included with sea view
from the poolside of the garden. Property has open plan setting with a beautiful
central fireplace, high quality interior finishings, exclusive kitchen and tastefully
decorated bathrooms. 190 well plannedm² with 4-6 bedrooms and double carport.

E U R O P E

The real estate 
agent who gives more...

Great competitors share common traits: complete 
focus on results, training hard, and continually striving 
to win. In association with Adidas, ERA Sweden brokers 
train physically and with ERA mentally, to be the best. 
Our brokers give more value to their customers and 
possess the ERA tools that enable them to outperform. 

www.erasweden.com

ERA and the ERA logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks licensed to ERA Franchise 
Systems LLC and used with permission. Each ERA® office is independently owned and operated.
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Switzerland
ith its historical architecture, breathtaking 
views, and favorable tax laws, Switzerland 
has long been attractive to wealthy 

immigrants and investors from around the world. The 
Swiss real estate market proved quite resilient in 2009 
compared to other countries in Europe and has remained 
so in the first quarter of 2010.  This is largely due to 
the continuing influx of migrants that has added to the 
demand for housing. New construction is still active in the 
business regions of Zurich and Lake Geneva. Besides the 
investment opportunity this offers, potential homebuyers 
should also consider other hotspots in Switzerland such as 
the Goldcoast area of Pfannenstil and the tourist region of 
Engadin. Overall price increases were less than in previous 
years.  Prices of owner-occupied apartments rose 6.2% in 
2009 up to the first quarter of 2010, while prices of single-
family homes rose 4.88%.  Swiss interest rates levels have 
been decreasing over the last few years, almost reaching 
near-zero in 2009.  However, this downward trend may 
end in 2010.  There is no better time than the present to 
purchase a Swiss property and profit from the current 
historically low interest rates.

W

ERA Switzerland
Überlandstrasse 111

8600 Dübendorf, SWITZERLAND
Tel: +41 448 821 004

www.eraswitzerland.com



Switzerland
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C hâteau de Vachères
The historic Château is located in the south-east of France, only a three-hour drive
from the Swiss border. The surroundings feature woodlands and colorful lavender
fields, filled with the fragrance of Provence. The Château features more than 1,000
m² of living space on a 7.9 hectare estate complete with outbuildings. It has been
lovingly restored and meticulously renovated and is now beautifully presented.
The garden comprises a beautiful swimming pool and whirlpool.

E U R O P E

Ref. : 25 PRICE Upon Request
M2 1720 LAND M2 79000 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 1537 N° OF BEDROOMS 5

ERA RODRIGO & ABEGG IMMO-PAGE
Stockerstrasse 45 - 8002 Zürich - SWITZERLAND
Tel. +41 44 289 23 33 - Fax. +41 44 289 23 34

kuenzler@rodrigo-abegg.ch - www.erasuisse.com
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Switzerland
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K ollbrunn
Spacious home with a wonderful living experience and a diverse floor plan.
Features : fitness/party room, double garage with work station, heating in every
room, beautiful gardens, large covered patio, enchanting pond and waterfall.

Grosszu ̈giges 8-Zimmer-EFH.Vielfältiges Raumangebot und eine unvergleichbare
Weitsicht. Extras : Fitness-/Partyraum, Doppelgarage mit Werkecke sowie die
Beheizung sämtlicher Räume, Sehr gepflegte Aussenbereich und ein grossen gedeckten
Gartensitzplatz.

E U R O P E

Ref. : KFI01-1740 PRICE Upon Request
M2 190 LAND M2 1302 N° OF BEDROOMS 8

ERA KOMPETENZZENTRUM
Seilergraben 61 - 8001 Zürich - SWITZERLAND
Tel. +41 44 250 52 50 - Fax. +41 44 250 52 69
zalan@erawinterthur.ch - www.erasuisse.com
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Turkey
he Turkish home market is an emerging and 
vibrant economy, offering plenty of room 
for growth and development in both the 

residential brokerage services and mortgage market 
sectors.  Between 2004-2009 mortgages have increased 
13 fold, and are expected to further double or triple in the 
next 4 to 5 years. Turkey, a land of 75 million, is also one of 
the youngest countries in Europe with 50% of its population 
under the median age of 28 - fertile ground for first time 
homebuyers. Istanbul is by far its largest housing market 
with 12 million inhabitants and 25% of total residential 
activity. Nationally, approximately 500.000 home sales 
are registered annually. After 27 months of continuous 
economic growth, 2009 was a period of brief contraction 
that ended by the its last quarter when the economy grew 
by 6%. The growth trend has persevered into 2010. 
While transactions in 2009 saw a significant increase 
of 25% over 2008, house price appreciation in 2009 
was more modest but in positive growth territory. 2010 is 
characterized as a year of continued normalization and 
strengthening in the real estate industry.

T

ERA Turkey
Ataturk Cad no 148

Kat, 6 Pasaport, Izmir, TURKEY
Tel: +90 232 445 14 28 

www.eraturkey.com



ERA Worldwide
hile ERA brokers cover the globe we 
understand our business starts with local 
knowledge and expertise. This is why the 

principle of building “A smarter community” was launched; 
meaning we all achieve more when we share knowledge 
and work together. Each of our customers benefit not 
only from access to experienced local professionals but 
also from brokers who have the ability to seamlessly 
reach colleagues who share the same principles, almost 
anywhere in the world. This means more buyers at your 
doorstep, a greater selection of homes to choose from, 
and a more knowledgeable professional to work with. 
Part of this concept of sharing knowledge includes making 
you aware of the truly charming and outstanding homes 
we have to offer. ERA brokers have been meeting the 
diverse needs of their customers for over 38 years now 
and the International Collection represents just one of the 
many value-added services offered. We encourage you 
to visit the European International Collection web site, 
www.eraeuropeic.com to learn more about the luxury 
properties in your country of interest.

ERA Real Estate continues to lead the way with ongoing 
worldwide expansion and with its continually evolving 
customer oriented products, services, technology, tools 
and resources. At ERA Real Estate “It is the little things we 
do®” everyday, that add up to significant value for our 
customers worldwide.

W

ERA Europe
www.eraeurope.com

www.eraeuropeic.com



South Africa
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C ape Town (Robertson)
This unique property is situated between Robertson & McGregor in the Western
Cape, also known as the valley of wine & roses. Amazing views over mountain
ranges that guests have compared to the countryside of the Scottish Highlands. It
consists of an 80 seater restaurant and reception area, a wedding chapel, conference
centre, 5 double en-suite rooms in a complex and 4 chalets, all with breathtaking
views. A pub and pool area round off this remarkable property.

E U R O P E

C ape Province (Springbok)
An oasis in the heart of Namakwaland! Guest house with magnificent view and a
place where you can relax and entertain. Lots of facilities available like 4x4 trails,
river rafting, quad biking, golfing and lots more. Parking, kitchen, 5 reception
rooms, a bar, special lights, and sliding doors.

E U R O P E

Ref. : ERA2654539 PRICE € 1 160 940
LAND M2 70000 N° OF BEDROOMS 9

ERA SOUTH AFRICA
Jigsaw Park, 7 Einstein Street - Centurion, 0169 - SOUTH AFRICA

Tel. +27 12 682 9610 - Fax. +27 12 682 9611
info@erasa.com - www.era.co.za

Ref. : ERA2650776 PRICE € 859 000
LAND ACRES 46736 N° OF BEDROOMS 6

ERA SOUTH AFRICA
Jigsaw Park, 7 Einstein Street - Centurion, 0169 - SOUTH AFRICA

Tel. +27 12 682 9610 - Fax. +27 12 682 9611
info@erasa.com - www.era.co.za

Kalahari (Groblershoop)
The farm boasts a 5 star lodge, owner’s dwelling, two managers’ dwellings, staff
accommodation, outbuildings, water purification plant, abattoir, boma, runway,
handling and catching facilities and nine hunting hideouts. Malaria-free region.
Wide range of species available for hunting. Rifle & bow hunting. Spa is managed
by 3 qualified therapists. The entire farm is fenced off with 64km jackal-proof 2.4m
high game fence. Hunting throughout the year.

E U R O P E

Kalahari (Kuruman)
A cool thatched lodge, in the heart of the Kalahari. Vegetated by Camelthorn trees
and populated with 14 species of game and 50 species of endemic birdlife. Besides
game viewing, also an 8km hiking trial. The lodge has a pool, an a-la-carte
restaurant and a fully licensed bar. The 32 chalets and rondavels are en-suite with
air conditioning and Dstv. All caravan stands with own braai, electric outlets and
water. Also three separate conference/function facilities available.

E U R O P E

Ref. : ERA2008201 PRICE € 3 749 000
LAND ACRES 9595 N° OF BEDROOMS 8

ERA SOUTH AFRICA
Jigsaw Park, 7 Einstein Street - Centurion, 0169 - SOUTH AFRICA

Tel. +27 12 682 9610 - Fax. +27 12 682 9611
info@erasa.com - www.era.co.za

Ref. : ERA583706 PRICE € 2 147 700
ACRES 1000 N° OF BEDROOMS 32

ERA SOUTH AFRICA
Jigsaw Park, 7 Einstein Street - Centurion, 0169 - SOUTH AFRICA

Tel. +27 12 682 9610 - Fax. +27 12 682 9611
info@erasa.com - www.era.co.za
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Dream a little …..
Aruba, Bahamas, Guadeloupe, Turks & Caicos ….

Tropical forests, exotic wildlife, exquisite beaches, 
enchanting sunsets, delicious cuisines and a plethora of 
activities, all make the Caribbean the ultimate vacation 
paradise. And this is just the beginning. The Caribbean 
will entice you with its intriguing past, its rich and glorious 
heritage, its grand architecture, its diverse communities 
and a passion for life, unlike any other place in the world. 
Here each and every country has its own distinct color and 

perfect world unto itself.

Whether you dream of a vacation home for your family, or 
you are considering relocating to the islands, or you want 
to inquire about a luxury rental for a romantic getaway, 
ERA Caribbean brokers have something for everyone’s 
dreams and every budget.

Contact an ERA Caribbean specialist today or visit our 
websites.

ERA Caribbean
www.eracaribbean.com
info@eracaribbean.com

ERA ARUBA
www.eraaruba.com
info@eraaruba.com

ERA BAHAMAS
www.erabahamas.com
info@erabahamas.com

ERA GUADELOUPE
www.eraguadeloupe.com
info@eraguadeloupe.com

ERA TURKS & CAICOS
www.eraturksandcaicos.com
info@eraturksandcaicos.com
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Caribbean
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W estpunt
A beautiful and modern two story home. The completely fenced property has
4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms, living room, dining area, European style fully equipped
kitchen, family/TV room, balcony, laundry,maid roomwith bathroom and kitchen,
front and back porch, 2 car garage, pool and patio, and a walk-in closet in every
bedroom. Situated at a short walking distance from the Marriott hotels and
beaches, and a short drive from the exclusive Tierra del Sol golf community.

E U R O P E

P aradise Island
The Reef is the absolute pinnacle of luxury and sophistication, soaring 22 stories
above your own spectacular stretch of white sand beach adjoining the Atlantis -
one of the world's most awe-inspiring resorts. This extraordinary 2 bedroom,
2 bathroom condo is one of the best in the building of 495 units. Located on the
10th floor boasting direct views of the turquoise waters, luxurious finishes
including marble flooring, Italian cabinetry and plasma screen televisions.

E U R O P E

Ref. : H285 PRICE $ 600 000
M2 373 LAND M2 649 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA SOLITO REAL ESTATE
Concessielaan 8 - Oranjestad - ARUBA
Tel. +297 583 7400 - Fax. +297 582 0241
info@eraaruba.com - www.eraaruba.com

Ref. : 4838 PRICE $ 4 500 000
Sq. Ft. 1200 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2007 N° OF BEDROOMS 2

ERA DUPUCH REAL ESTATE
East Bay St. - Nassau, N.P. - BAHAMAS
Tel. +242 393 1811 - Fax. +242 394 1453

info@erabahamas.com - www.erabahamas.com

C apesterre-Belle-Eau
Magnificent luxury villa with stunning sea view. 1st floor has 2 two spacious living
areas, 2 air-conditioned bedrooms with dressing area, bathrooms with access to
the swimming pool and a fully-equipped kitchen with an apartment on the ground
floor.

Magnifique Villa de prestige avec vue imprenable sur mer se composant au 1er étage
de 2 grands salons, de 2 chambres climatisées comprenant un dressing, de SDB avec
accès à la piscine cuisine équipée avec un T2 au rez-de-chaussée.

E U R O P E

P rovidenciales
Le Vele is an Armani Classic Design Resort located on world renowned Grace Bay
Beach, Providenciales, Turks and Caicos Islands. The interior is gracious, expansive
with all furnishings and fixtures highlighted by their minimalist Armani design.
Ocean front living with delightful views from the front room andmaster bedroom.
Large wrap around deck for outdoor living enjoyment. The resort has on site pool,
fitness centre along with superior management team. Income generating.

E U R O P E

Ref. : ERA-01L PRICE $ 750 000
M2 300 N° OF BEDROOMS 4

ERA LCA WI IMMOBILIER
Galerie de Houelbourg - 97085 Baie-Mahault - GUADELOUPE

Tel. +590 95 02 04 - Fax. +590 38 99 78
agence@era-lca.com - www.era-lca.com

Ref. : PR751 PRICE $ 1 100 000
Sq. Ft. 2120 YEAR CONSTRUCTION 2004 N° OF BEDROOMS 2

ERA CORALIE PROPERTIES LTD.
Units 7 & 8, The Saltmills, Grace Bay Road - Providenciales

TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS
Tel. +649 941 5756 - Fax. +649 941 5796

era@tciway.tc - www.eraturksandcaicos.com
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ERA Austria
Esplanade 9
A-4810 Gmunden, Austria
Tel: +43 7612 64420 
Fax: +43 7612 64430
info@eraaustria.com
www.eraaustria.com

ERA Belgium
Antwerpsesteenweg 68-2
2630 Aartselaar, Belgium
Tel: +32 3 227 41 85
Fax: +32 3 227 41 82
info@erabelgium.com
www.erabelgium.com

ERA Bulgaria
27, Strahil Voivoda str.
2nd Floor, Office 43
9000 Varna, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 52 66 13 00 
Fax: +359 52 66 13 15
info@erabulgaria.com
www.erabulgaria.com

ERA Cyprus
113 1st Apriliou Avenue
5280 Paralimni
Famagusta, Cyprus
Tel: +357 23 816444 
Fax: +357 23 725263
info@eracyprus.com
www.eracyprus.com 

ERA Czech Republic
IBC - Pobrežní 3, 
18600 Prague 8, Czech Republic
Tel: +420 224 835 951
info@eraczechrepublic.com
www.eraczechrepublic.com

ERA France
42 bis Rue Berthier
78000 Versailles, France
Tel: +33 1 39 24 69 00
Fax: +33 1 39 24 69 01
info@erafrance.com
www.erafrance.com

ERA Germany
Rather Strasse 23c
40476 Duesseldorf, Germany
Tel: +49 211 440 37 680 
Fax: +49 211 440 37 689
info@eragermany.com 
www.eragermany.com 

ERA Greece
197 Alexandras Avenue
11522 Ampelokipoi, Athens, Greece
Tel: +30 210 322 2254
Fax: +30 210 322 2257
info@eragreece.com
www.eragreece.com

ERA Ireland
Swords Technology Centre, Suite 3C
Swords Business Park, Swords
Co Dublin. Ireland
Tel: +353 1 89 01 722 
Fax: +353 1 89 01 723
info@eraireland.com
www.eraireland.com

ERA Italy
Piazzale Lugano 19
20158 Milan, Italy
Tel: +39 02 393 59 491 
Fax: +39 02 393 59 441
info@eraitaly.com
www.eraitaly.com

ERA Luxembourg
149, rue de Hollerich
L-1741, Luxembourg
Tel: +352 40 38 981
Fax: +352 40 37 9750
info@eraluxembourg.com
www.eraluxembourg.com

ERA Netherlands
Zwarte Woud 2
Postbus 24050
3502 MB Utrecht, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 30 289 9900
Fax: +31 30 287 1109
info@eranetherlands.com
www.eranetherlands.com

ERA Portugal
Rua Fradesso da Silveira, 4-3A
1300-609 Lisboa, Portugal
Tel: +351 213 600 150
Fax: +351 213 600 159
info@eraportugal.com
www.eraportugal.com

ERA Romania
12 Dr. Petre Herescu Str.
District 5 
Bucharest, Romania
Tel: +359 888 25 83 94
Fax: +359 887 94 22 17
info@eraromania.com
www.eraromania.com

ERA Spain
Avenida de la industria
4, Edif. 1, 1-A, 
28100 Alcobendas (Madrid) Spain
Tel: +34 91 661 6328
Fax: +34 91 484 1185
info@eraspain.com
www.eraspain.com

ERA Sweden
Grev Turegatan 20
114 46 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel: +46 8 442 88 80 
Fax: +46 8 442 88 89
info@erasweden.com
www.erasweden.com

ERA Switzerland
Überlandstrasse 111
8600 Dübendorf, Switzerland
Tel: +41 448 821 004
Fax: +41 448 821 005 
info@eraswitzerland.com
www.eraswitzerland.com

ERA Turkey
Ataturk Cad no 148
Kat, 6 Pasaport, Izmir, Turkey
Tel: +90 232 445 14 28 
Fax: +90 232 445 14 28
info@eraturkey.com
www.eraturkey.com

ERA Europe country headquarters

ERA EUROPE
Tel USA: +1 407 657 7992

Tel Europe: +33 1 30 82 72 31
info@eraeurope.com  -  www.eraeurope.com



THE COMPANY OF CHOICE FOR BUYERS 
AND SELLERS OF REAL ESTATE

ERA EUROPE
Tel USA: +1 407 657 7992
Tel Europe: +33 1 30 82 72 31
info@eraeurope.com
www.eraeurope.com

ERA and the ERA logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks licensed to ERA Franchise Systems LLC and used with permission. Each ERA® office is independently owned and operated. 

AUSTRIA

SWEDEN

IRELAND
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FRANCE
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